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ABSTRACT
Uranium dioxide is the most common choice for fuel material in fission
reactors. However, the radioactivity of uranium limits the experimental ap-
proaches on the oxide fuel material. Fortunately, cerium dioxide has been
shown to be a good surrogate of uranium dioxide in many aspects. To better
understand the experimental results of irradiated cerium dioxide and to clar-
ify the similarities and differences in radiation resistance properties between
ceria and urania, computer modeling methods are applied to explore the de-
fect evolution in cerium dioxide under irradiation condition. In this study,
conventional atomic potential for the cerium dioxide system with xenon,
implanted as an important fission product, and lanthanum, doped to simu-
late trivalent solid fission products or mixed oxide fuel (MOX), is developed
for both molecular statics (MS) and molecular dynamics (MD) simulations.
Then the single xenon incorporation and migration behaviors in ceria are
examined using MS calculation. Although the vacancy cluster with only one
cerium vacancy is found to be a stable site for a single xenon atom, only in
the vacancy cluster including two cerium vacancies can a xenon atom migrate
through the vacancy-assisted mechanism. The structure of the dislocation
loop observed in TEM images are determined to be the planar interstitial
cluster in {111} planes. Also, the loop formation and growth mechanism-
s are studied by means of both the Frenkel pair evolution simulation and
the overlapped displacement cascades simulation to explain the growth rate
difference in various lanthanum doping conditions.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
To better understand the observations of radiation damage processes in
cerium dioxide from experimental approaches such as transmission electron
microscope (TEM) and X-ray diffraction (XRD), molecular statics (MS) and
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations are utilized to examine the microscopic
defect structure characteristics and evolution behaviors. In this first chapter,
the background and fundamentals of the research on nuclear fuel materials are
discussed. Then cerium dioxide is introduced as a non-radioactive surrogate
of uranium dioxide fuel with a brief review of previous works. In the end, the
basic structural arrangement of the entire thesis is listed to provide a global
overview.
1.1 Radiation Damage in Fuel Materials
The understanding of defect evolution in nuclear fuel material has always
been a subject of major importance in nuclear material research since the
knowledge of how the nuclear fuel materials respond to the increasing burnup
cannot only help enhance the safety, performance and efficiency, but provide
informative references for the design of the next generation fission reactors.
By means of the modern ion implantation techniques, many experimental
approaches such as electronic microscope (SEM/TEM) and X-ray Diffrac-
tion (XRD), can be applied to examine the material property in response to
exposure to irradiation conditions. Meanwhile, thanks to modern computer
technology development, computer simulation methods are adequately pow-
erful to analyze and explain many of the experimental observations. More-
over, in many situations that experimental methods cannot directly address,
the state-of-the-art modeling methods are capable of supplying reliable and
1
trustworthy predictions based on reasonable prior knowledge.
Radiation damage in nuclear fuel material is quite different from that in
other materials. Besides exposure to the irradiation, the nuclear fuel materi-
als also suffer from the intrinsic fission processes. Every single fission reaction
introduces a fissile atom vacancy as well as highly energetic fission fragments
and neutrons. Energetic ions interact with matter via two mechanisms, elec-
tron interaction, which is dominant in high energy regime and nuclear inter-
action in low energy regime. Electron interaction excites the electrons near
the ion trajectory, forming a microscopic structure called ion tracks, whereas
nuclear interaction results in ballistic collisions and then develops into dis-
placement cascades. Frenkel pairs are created during displacement cascades
and then evolve into voids and interstitial clusters. After that, dislocation
loops, dislocation lines and tangled dislocations are observed in succession in
TEM experiments. On the other hand, fission fragments stopped in materi-
al become doping impurities. Noble gas fragments, in particular, gather in
voids to form stable bubbles. All these defect structures are responsible for
changing material characteristics such as volume, yield strength, toughness
and thermal conductivity, some of which are extremely significant for fuel
element performance in the operation of nuclear reactors.
Uranium-235 is by far the most commonly used fissile element, which is
indispensable for nuclear fuel materials. Due to the complex phase transition
behavior and poor radiation resistance of metallic uranium, uranium dioxide
is the most favored fuel material so far. Crystalline uranium dioxide has the
fluorite structure, which has excellent radiation tolerance.[1, 2] Having been
extensively used for over half a century in nuclear industry, uranium dioxide
has been examined in many aspects both experimentally and by simula-
tion. Despite the fact that many phenomena in irradiated uranium dioxide,
including cascade behaviors[3, 4], Frenkel pair recombination[5], electron mi-
croscopy observation[6, 7] and noble gas behaviors (incorporation, clustering,
swelling and releasing)[8, 9, 10], have been reported, the microscopic defec-
t structure evolution in uranium dioxide under irradiation is still not fully
understood. Thus, scientific exploration on oxide nuclear fuel characteristics
with more advanced techniques as well as better designed methodologies are
desired.
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Figure 1.1: A conventional cell of fluorite structure crystal. The blue small
and red large spheres indicate cations and anions respectively.
1.2 Cerium Dioxide as a Surrogate
1.2.1 Basic Properties
Although evaluating the operating performance of uranium dioxide as a
nuclear fuel material is quite crucial as mentioned previously, handling of this
radioactive material is rather tough. Due to the nonproliferation policies as
well as the restricted limitations of radioactivity involved in experiments, ex-
perimental approaches to uranium dioxide properties have never been widely
conducted. Thus, a non-radioactive surrogate for uranium dioxide is desir-
able. Fortunately, cerium dioxide has proved a good substitute.
Cerium dioxide has a wide range of properties similar to those of uranium
dioxide. First of all, they both exist as fluorite structure crystal, which is
named after calcium fluoride (CaF2, with close lattice constants (5.4708A˚ for
urania and 5.4110A˚ for ceria at room temperature) . Fluorite structure is for
ion crystals with cation/anion ratio of 1:2, in which the cations are located
in face-center cubic (fcc) lattice positions while the anions are sited in simple
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cubic (sc) lattice positions as showed in Figure 1.1. Moreover, the two mate-
rials have very similar phase diagrams with melting points of 2600◦C (Ceria)
and 2870◦C (Urania). Also, the two materials have close thermal conduc-
tivities within a large temperature range[11]. Most importantly, experimen-
tal approaches to cerium dioxide involves no radioactive hazards. As a re-
sult, dozens of impressive experimental explorations of cerium dioxide perfor-
mances under irradiation condition have been reported.[11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16]
Meanwhile, in order to better understand the phenomena observed in the ex-
periments and to reasonably predict the material characteristics which are
hard to measure, various modeling methods, including ab-initio, molecular
statics, molecular dynamics and kinetic Monte Carlo, have been applied to
examine cerium dioxide properties.[17, 18, 19, 20]
1.2.2 Lanthanum Doped Cerium Dioxide
As mentioned before, solid fission products become dopants once stopped
in the fuel materials. As a typical solid fission fragment, lanthanum can be
doped into cerium dioxide to simulate fuel burnup. In addition, with the
trivalent dopants like lanthanum, cerium dioxide can also be a surrogate of
uranium-plutonium mixed oxide fuel (MOX).
When a fluorite material is doped with trivalent ions, the charge neutrality
of the system is broken. To compensate this electric charge imbalance, three
different mechanisms are possible. Using Kro¨ger-Vink notation, these three
mechanisms can be expressed in brief forms as listed below (M represents the
trivalent dopant).
M2O3
CeO2←−→ 2M ′Ce + V ..O + 3O×O (1.1)
2M2O3
CeO2←−→ 3M ′Ce +M ...i + 6O×O (1.2)
Ce×Ce + 2O
×
O + 2M2O3
CeO2←−→ 4M ′Ce + Ce....i + 8O×O (1.3)
Firstly, as shown in Formula 1.1, an anion vacancy is created with each
two trivalent ions doped in cation lattice positions, which is then named
the vacancy compensation mechanism. Secondly, Formula 1.2 indicates the
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dopant interstitial compensation mechanism, in which one trivalent cation
interstitial is produced for every three dopants located in cation lattice posi-
tions. Finally, in the cerium interstitial compensation mechanism expressed
in Formula 1.3, one cerium interstitial is generated for every four trivalent
ions sited in cation lattice positions. The actual doping mechanism in doped
materials is determined by doping energy competition. In fluorite struc-
ture materials with trivalent dopants, Bogicevic and Wolverton[21] prove via
first-principle method that the energy preference only depends on the elas-
tic energy since the point charge energy (Coulomb energy) is almost fixed.
As a result, the size of the dopant is the most significant factor influenc-
ing the doping mechanism. Using molecular statics calculation, Minervini
et al.[22] find that vacancy compensation mechanism is dominant for large
doping ions like lanthanum. Also, the rise of oxygen ion diffusivity[23, 20]
with lanthanum dopants is also consistent with the vacancy compensation
mechanism. Recently, first-principle simulation of Ce3+ ions (very similar to
La3+ in ion radius) doping in cerium dioxide also indicates the preference
for the vacancy compensation mechanism[18]. Consequently, the trivalen-
t doping concentration in cerium dioxide can be presented as the formula
below:
xMO1.5+(1−x)CeO2 −→ xM ′Ce+0.5xV ..O+(1−x)CeCe+(2−0.5x)OO (1.4)
That is, once x moles of trivalent dopant oxide are introduced, all x moles
of the dopant cations occupy the cation lattice positions in fluorite structure,
making the fcc cation lattice still full so that the fluorite structure can be
maintained. In fact, it is found that the fluorite structure survives until
the doping concentration overpasses 49 wt %[23]. In the meantime, (2-0.5x)
moles of anion lattice sites become vacant to maintain the charge neutrality.
In fact, the anion vacancies can form some ordered structures due to the
dopant-vacancy interactions.[21, 24]
1.2.3 Xenon in Cerium Dioxide
Produced in uranium dioxide as a fission product during reactor operation,
xenon plays a quite important role in oxide fuel performance. First, highly
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energetic xenon fragments from fission reactions can cause a large number of
Frenkel pairs via displacement cascades when stopped in materials. Actually,
xenon and another fission product krypton are often used in irradiation ex-
periments on fuel materials[14, 16] to replicate the damage caused by fission
products. Then, the stopped xenon atoms migrate together to fill voids and
stabilize them into gas bubbles. Thereafter, large bubbles can release gas to
the environment and form so-call ”rim” structure in high burnup nuclear fuel
elements. Therefore, understanding of xenon behaviors in microscopic scale
is a crucial aspect in nuclear fuel performance research.
To explore the incorporation, migration and clustering procedures in urani-
um dioxide, a few modeling methods including first-principle[25, 9], molecular
statics[8] as well as molecular dynamics[26, 27] have been used to simulate
the defect formation and evolution processes. As cerium dioxide is used as
a surrogate for uranium dioxide, xenon behavior in irradiated ceria also be-
comes attractive for simulating xenon characteristics in fuels. Before using
cerium dioxide to examine xenon characteristics experimentally in the oxide
nuclear material, it has to be clarified that the noble gas acts similarly in
ceria and urania. Computer simulation methods are very suitable for this
purpose. However, lacking enough priori knowledge for xenon incorporated
ceria, fitting atomic potential parameters from experimental results is not
feasible. Thus, ab-initio methods have to be used to examine xenon be-
haviors. Also, to compensate for the limitation of first-principle methods,
conventional atomic potentials need to be developed from data supplied by
ab-initio results to make molecular statics and dynamics simulation possible.
This is the motivation for xenon potential development and single xenon
behavior simulation studies in this thesis.
1.2.4 Previous Research on Cerium Dioxide
Cerium dioxide has been used for years as a substitute of uranium diox-
ide. Many fascinating experimental results have been reported. Ion tracks,
which imply the electron excitation due to electron interaction of ions in
high energy regime with materials, are observed in TEM images of sintered
cerium dioxide sampes irradiated by high-energy ions[11, 28]. Under elec-
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tron irradiation, dislocation loops in 111 planes, which used to be observed
in irradiated sintered uranium dioxide[6] are found to be clustered[12, 13].
The same type of dislocation loops along with gas bubbles are also report-
ed existing in single crystal cerium dioxide irradiated by krypton ions[15].
Moreover, tangled dislocation network, believed to develop from the dislo-
cation loops, is formed in the very high irradiation dose regime[14]. Also,
lanthanum doped ceria is used in the ion irradiation experiments[16]. On the
other hand, single Frenkel pair recombination frequency is calculated using
molecular dynamics simulation[17, 19]. Using ab-initio method, implanted
trivalent cerium ion behaviors in cerium dioxide are researched[18]. Fur-
thermore, combined with molecular statics results and kinetic Monte Carlo
methods, oxygen vacancy diffusivity variation with lanthanum doping con-
centration is obtained[20].
In a most recent study[29] on irradiated lanthanum doped ceria, it is re-
ported that the dislocation loop growth rate has a strong dependency with
the lanthanum doping concentration. Explaining the reason for this phe-
nomenon is the motivation of the Frenkel Pair evolution simulation study
discussed in this thesis.
1.3 Thesis Structure
In this chapter, some fundamental backgrounds are narrated so as to pro-
vide a general idea of the research on cerium dioxide under irradiation con-
dition and the motivation of this study as well. Followed are the other five
chapters of the thesis. Chapter 2 introduces the three major methods used in
this study. In Chapter 3, conventional atomic potential used for atomic level
simulation of cerium dioxide system with xenon and lanthanum impurities
is developed. Then, single xenon behaviors in cerium dioxide are explored
via molecular statics computation in Chapter 4. Next, Chapter 5 focuses on
the formation and growth of dislocation loops from separated Frenkel pairs
produced in displacement cascades. Last but not least, the final conclusions
are drawn in Chapter 6 and prospective future work is proposed.
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CHAPTER 2
METHODOLOGY
2.1 Atomic Potential
In computer simulation of material systems, total system energy as a func-
tion of structure configuration is commonly the most important index to
analyze dozens of material properties such as elastic modulus, thermal ex-
pansion coefficient and defect energy. In conventional atomic simulations,
such as molecular statics and molecular dynamics discussed in this thesis,
atoms are regarded as point particles and the total system potential energy
is then a function of space positions of all the atoms.
Ep = Ep(~r1, ~r2...~rN) (2.1)
where, ~ri is the coordinate of atom i and N is the total number of atoms in
the system.
In reality, Ep has a very complex relation with atom positions. Howev-
er, simplification regarding the characteristics of interest in specific mate-
rials is possible. For example, multi-body potential forms such as the em-
bedded atom method (EAM)[30] and the modified embedded atom method
(MEAM)[31] are necessary to replicate properties of metals and semiconduc-
tors accurately while three-body potential forms which include the influence
of angle orientation are required in simulating materials with covalent bond-
s.
In this thesis, cerium dioxide is the material of interest. For cerium dioxide,
the two-body potential form, aka pair potential form, is sufficient for reliable
computer simulation. Namely, the potential energy of any pair of atoms in
the system is only dependent on the distance between these two atoms and
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the total potential energy of the system is just the summation of the potential
energies of all the atom pairs.
Ep =
1
2
∑
i 6=j
Uij(rij) (2.2)
where, Uij is the pair potential function, rij = |~ri−~rj| is the distance between
atom i and atom j. Also, as an ion crystalline solid, the Coulomb potential,
which naturally has a pair potential form, is also a significant component of
total system energy. The pair potential can be divided into two parts:
Uij(rij) =
SRUij(rij) +
LRUij(rij) =
SRUij(rij) +
qiqje
2
4pi0rij
(2.3)
where, SRUij is the short range interaction potential which decays to zero
within very short separation distance and LRUij(rij) is the Coulomb long
range interaction potential which is still significant at long distance. qi and
qj are electric charges of ion i and j.  is the electric permittivity of vacuum.
Both types of interactions and the algorithm involved are discussed in detail
in the following paragraphs.
2.1.1 Short Range Interaction: General Concepts
Short range interaction SRUij(rij) accounts for the short range behaviors
besides the conventional Coulomb force. In most simplified case, an atom is
composed of a positive singular nucleus in the center and negative spherical
electron cloud around. Thus, when the atom pair is separated far enough,
the two nuclei are perfectly screened by their own electron clouds and then
the potential energy can easily be described as LRUij(rij) =
qiqj
4pi0rij
. On
the contrary, when two atoms are close enough, namely, the screening is
not perfect, a screening function is needed to describe the interaction. For
instance, Ziegler et al.[32] present a method to derive a universal screening
function for any type of atom pairs. This Ziegler-Biersack-Littmark (ZBL)
potential is eventually applied in the SRIM code[33], which is capable of
calculating ion stopping behavior in matter.
However, although the ZBL potential has excellent performance in ion scat-
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tering prediction, this simple screening Coulomb force model is only accurate
within very short range and therefore insufficient to replicate complex solids
properties such as the crystalline structure and elastic deformation behav-
iors. Hence, other forms of short range interaction with coefficients which
can be fitted to specific material properties including the lattice constant
and the bulk modulus have been developed. The most fundamental one is
Lennard-Jones potential form:
LJUij(rij) = 4
((
σ
rij
)12
−
(
σ
rij
)6)
(2.4)
where,  is the cohesive energy, which is the minimum value of the function
and σ is the distance at which the energy is zero. Both  and σ are fitted from
specific material characteristics. Lennard-Jones potential was widely used
in metallic crystalline solid system before the more accurate EAM/MEAM
potential was available. But for our ion crystalline solids, this potential form
is not as good as Buckingham potential form:
BuckUij(rij) = Aij exp
(
−rij
ρij
)
− Cij
r6ij
(2.5)
where, Aij, ρij and Cij are the fitting parameters. The first exponential part
is called Born-Mayer[34] potential form which stands for the short range
repulsive force whereas the second part accounts for the van der Waals dis-
persion interaction. A problem with the Buckingham potential form is that
the energy value goes to negative infinity when the separation is small. In
most cases, this flaw does not result in system collapse because the atomic
separation is adequately large in general simulation where the system state is
close to equilibrium. However, when the Aij is relatively small compared to
Cij (this happens in some oxygen-oxygen potentials), or the kinetic energy
is very large in molecular dynamics simulation (like displacement cascade
simulation), the convergence of system energy is likely to be destroyed. To
avoid this problem, a modified Buckingham form call 4-range Buckingham
10
potential form is developed[35]:
Buck4Uij(rij) =

Aij exp
(
−rij
ρij
)
0 <rij < r1
a0 + a1rij + a2r
2
ij + a3r
3
ij + a4r
4
ij + a5r
5
ij r1 <rij < rmin
b0 + b1rij + b2r
2
ij + b3r
3
ij rmin <rij < r2
− Cij
r6ij
r2 <rij < rc
(2.6)
where, r1, r2 and rmin are three given reference distances and rc is the cutoff
distance which will be discussed below. Between r1 and r2, the potential
curve is fit to polynomials to guarantee the second order continuity of the
energy function. Also, the entire potential curve has a minimum value at
rmin. Using this form, the potential energy stays positive at very short range.
In this thesis, all the atomic potentials involved are based on the Buckingham
form with some slight modifications made when necessary.
2.1.2 Short Range Interaction: Cutoff Distance
Short range interaction, as the name implies, decays very fast as the sep-
aration rises. Thus, a cutoff distance rc is defined in order to boost the
computation speed. For all the atom pairs with separations larger than rc,
their short range interaction energies are regarded as zero. As a result, for
any atom i, only atoms within a sphere of radius rc (rather than all the other
atoms in the system) are affected by the short range interaction due to atom
i, which significantly decreases the time consumption. Obviously, the value
of rc needs to be carefully determined so that the cutoff distance is as small
as possible on condition that the total system energy calculated from the
cutoff potential function is not significantly different from the real energy. In
our fluorite structure cerium dioxide system described by Buckingham form
potential, the cutoff distance is set as 1.9 times of the conventional lattice
constant (10.4 A˚), which is an empirical value proved sufficient in atomic
simulations.
Cutoff at distance rc also results in a jump in the pair potential function.
Although the absolute jump value at the cutoff distance can be ignored due
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to the rc selection criterion, the jump value of the derivative of the energy
function (force function) is very likely to be large enough to destroy the
convergence of energy iteration as well as dynamic integration. Consequently,
further modification of the potential function is required to make the energy
cutoff valid. The simplest method to solve the problem is called energy shift
method[36]. The modified short range pair potential function is
SRU shiftedij (rij) =
{
SRUij(rij)− SRUij(rc) rij ≤ rc
0 rij > rc
(2.7)
Since SRUij(rc) is very close to zero according to the cutoff criterion, this
shift technique does not affect the total energy.
An alternative way to eliminate the ”jump problem” is to use a fifth order
polynomial to connect SRUij and 0 near the cutoff distance. That is
SRUpolyij (rij) =

SRUij(rij) rij ≤ rc−r
a0 + a1rij + a2r
2
ij + a3r
3
ij + a4r
4
ij + a5r
5
ij rc − r < rij ≤rc
0 rc <rij
(2.8)
where r is a small distance, and the polynomial coefficients are fitted to
make the entire function second order continuous. Function forms other
than polynomial can also be used here.
2.1.3 Periodic Boundary Condition
Before discussing the algorithm for handling long range interaction, peri-
odic boundary condition should be introduced first as prerequisite knowledge.
How the boundary condition is set in the simulation can severely affect
the physical meaning of the results. If the boundary of the simulation box is
simply thought of as a free surface, that is, outside the boundary is the vac-
uum expanded to infinity, the free surface boundary condition, aka isolated
boundary condition (IBC), is then set. There are two major problems with
the IBC. Firstly, surface atoms with enough kinetic energy can escape and
12
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Figure 2.1: Potential Cutoff Method Comparison: The black curve is the
original potential function before cutoff. The red curve is modified via shift
method while the blue curve is modified via polynomial smoothed method.
The example is the O−2 −O−2 Buckingham form potential for cerium
dioxide published by Gotte et al.[37]
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UF
Figure 2.2: Two-dimensional periodic boundary condition diagram showing
the actual simulation box in the center and 8 periodic images around. The
circle in the diagram shows the short range interaction between a specific
particle and all the particle within the cutoff distance. Notice that some
interactions penetrate the boundary.
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get lost in the infinite vacuum, which causes an atom loss problem. Secondly,
as the system size is limited by the computer technology (as large as billions
of atoms), surface effect is dominant if IBC is set. Hence, IBC can only be
utilized to research the properties of small atom clusters. To explore the
properties of bulk materials like the cerium dioxide crystal in this study, the
periodic boundary condition (PBC) has to been used. In PBC, the original
simulation box is replicated as its own neighbors in all dimensions so that
the entire space is filled with the replicated images. Figure 2.2 shows a 2-
dimensional PBC example. In realistic 3-D space, the original simulation box
is a cube while the replicated images fill through all space dimensions.
With the application of PBC, no surfaces remain in the system. As a result,
bulk material properties can be examined with a relatively small system size
and no atom can escape from the system because an atom leaving from one
boundary must have its replicated atom enter from the opposite direction.
However, PBC allows an atom to interact with its own replicated images,
causing unphysical results especially when the defects exist and interact with
their own images across the boundaries. To avoid this artifact, the system
size should be set large enough to guarantee that any interactions between an
atom and its own periodic image are insignificant. In simulation of crystalline
solid materials, the system size is usually set as the integral multiple of the
lattice constant in all three dimension so that the system is actually a large
cube called supercell including integral multiple of conventional cells.
2.1.4 Long Range Interaction
Compared to the short range interaction, the Coulomb potential decays
rather slowly with the increase of distance due to the r−1ij term. Then, in
order to calculate Coulomb potential as accurately as the short range poten-
tial, the cutoff distance is around 4 orders of magnitude larger than rc, which
is too large for computation. Meanwhile, a shorter and computationally fea-
sible cutoff distance of the Coulomb potential results in non-convergence.
To accurately calculate Coulomb potential in PBC, Ewald summation[38] is
the most classic and widely-used method. Ewald found that the long range
Coulomb potential actually sums quickly in Fourier space if the PBC is set.
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Thus, the cutoff can be made in Fourier space to make the computation pos-
sible. The Ewald summation method is very precise but time consuming. To
significantly reduce the algorithm complexity, with an acceptable compro-
mise in accuracy, Wolf’s direct summation method[39] can be applied. Wolf
found that the actual Coulomb potential interaction range is rather short
due to the lattice structure in crystalline solids.[40] The non-convergence
of Coulomb potential energy when using small cutoff distance is due to the
charge non-neutrality inside the cutoff sphere. Once techniques are develope-
d to guarantee the charge neutrality within the cutoff range, the Coulomb
potential energy can be computed much faster than Ewald summation. An
alternative way to calculate the long range potential is the particle mesh E-
wald method (PME), which makes use of the fast Fourier transform (FFT)
technique to accelerate the computation of Ewald summation. The compu-
tational complexities are respectively N2 for Ewald summation, N for Wolf
summation and N logN for PME method.
2.1.5 Potential Selection
As mentioned in the previous parts, atomic potential holds almost all the
information about how the atoms inside the system interact with each other.
By comparing dozens of published atomic potentials of uranium dioxide,
Govers et al.[41, 42] show the material behaviors are quite sensitive to the
selection of potentials. For a computer simulation study, the potential uti-
lized needs to be carefully chosen so that the material properties of interest
can be precisely reproduced.
To develop an atomic pair potential for an ion crystalline solid, fundamen-
tal material properties such as lattice constant, elastic modulus and dielectric
constant are used to fit the potential coefficients. After that, other properties
such as thermal expansion coefficient and some specific defect formation and
migration energy, can also be used as references to modify the potential to
enhance the performance of the potential in the specific application. For ceri-
um dioxide, there are at least six Buckingham form potentials published in
literature, which are listed in Table 2.1. Cation-Cation interaction is ignored
in all listed potentials because the potential energy due to Coulomb repulsive
16
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force is very large compared to the short range interaction. For the potentials
I through V, the shell model is used to replicate dipole characteristics of the
atoms. In the shell model, a single atom is regarded as a combination of a
massless shell and a massive core with respective charge shown in Table 2.1.
Both parts have their own positions, ~rcore and ~rshell. The difference between
the core and shell position ~rs−c ≡ ~rshell − ~rcore is zero when relaxed. Thus,
the shell and the core are linked with a harmonic spring so that the energy
is controlled by Hook’s law:
Eshell−core =
1
2
k|~rs−c|2 (2.9)
where k is the elastic coefficient also given in Table 2.1. Moreover, the
short range interaction is only acted on the shells of atoms. On the other
hand, for potential VI, the rigid ion model is utilized and a single atom
is just thought of as a point particle. Dipole characteristics are important
in simulating the elastic properties of the bulk materials. In this thesis,
since only defect formation and evolution behaviors are of our concerns, the
shell model potential can be easily modified into rigid ion model to save
computation time.
In addition, potential I to IV are developed to examine the elastic proper-
ties while the last two potentials are optimized for defect evolution problems.
Thereby, the potential V and VI, or Gotte’s and Shiiyama’s potentials have
better performance in the focused field of this study than the others. So, in
this thesis, most of the computation is based on these two potentials whereas
the other four potentials are used just for comparison.
2.1.6 Impurity Involved Potential Development
In nuclear fuel materials, fission products are major sources of impuri-
ties in the material. Both gas fission fragments such as xenon and solid
fission fragments such as lanthanum are important in the material perfor-
mance evolution of the fuel throughout the burnup. Thus, to explore these
phenomena via computer simulation methods, the atomic potential involving
these impurity atoms are desired. To take our focus, cerium dioxide, as an
example, the potential for pure cerium dioxide can be obtained by fitting
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the parameters with properties from experimental measurements. Howev-
er, when the impurity atoms such as xenon and lanthanum are considered,
the short range interaction can hardly be determined this way due to the
lack of the experimental data. However, several ab-initio methods can be
utilized to help obtain the potential parameters. In this thesis, the electron
gas method developed by Kim and Gordon[46, 47, 48] is used in developing
xenon and lanthanum involved potential parameters. The potential parame-
ters are then modified according to Butler et al.’s method[43, 49] to maintain
the compatibility with the existent potential for pure cerium dioxide.
Here, an example showing how the interaction between ion 1 and ion 2 with
a separation of R is given. Atomic units are applied here so as to make the
expressions brief. First, the electron density function ρ1(~r1) and ρ3(~r2) are
calculated by GAMESS-US[50] code using self-consistent field (SCF) theory.
Then, the Coulomb potential between two ions is:
UCoulomb(R) =
Z1Z2
R
+
∫ ∫
d3r1d
3r2
ρ1(~r1)ρ2(~r2)
r12
− Z2
∫
d3r1
ρ1(~r1)
r1Z2
− Z1
∫
d3r2
ρ2(~r2)
r2Z1
(2.10)
where, Z1 and Z2 are the nuclear charges for ion 1 and 2; ~r1 and ~r2 are the
position vectors; and r12 ≡ |~r1 − ~r2|, r1Z2 ≡ |~r1 − ~rZ2| and r2Z1 ≡ |~r2 − ~rZ1|
with ~rZ1 and ~rZ2 are the position vectors of the two nuclei respectively, R ≡
|~rZ1 − ~rZ2|. By using the symmetric conditions and quadrature techniques,
Equation 2.10 can be computed numerically. Next, the electron-electron gas
interaction energy can be calculated as:
Ueg(R) =
∫
d3r [(ρ1 + ρ2)EG(ρ1 + ρ2)− ρ1EG(ρ1)− ρ2EG(ρ2)] (2.11)
where, EG(ρ) is called electron-gas energy, given by
EG(ρ) =
3(3pi2)2/3
10
ρ2/3 − 3
4
(
3
pi
)1/3
ρ1/3 + Ecorr(ρ) (2.12)
where, the three terms in EG are respectively the kinetic energy term, the
exchange energy term and the correlation energy term. The correlation en-
ergy term has different expressions for electron gas with different density
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ranges, which can be found in reference [48]. Consequently, the total inter-
action potential energy can be written as the sum of electrostatic potential
and electron gas potential:
U(R) = UCoulomb(R) + Ueg(R) (2.13)
and the short range part of the potential is just
SRU(R) = U(R)− q1q2
R
(2.14)
where q1 and q2 are the charges of ion 1 and ion 2. The atomic units are used
here. With SRU(R), the Born-Mayer part of the Buckingham potential can
be fitted. In addition, to make the impurity involved short range potential
more compatible with the existent cerium dioxide potential, SRU(R) requires
further modification and correction before fitting the Born-Mayer coefficients.
The detailed process can be found in reference [43, 49].
Now, the only unknown coefficient is Cij, which stands for the van der
Waals dispersion force. Slater and Kirkwood[51] have provided a way to
calculate the dispersion potential coefficient, which is described in detail by
Fowler et al.[52]
Cij =
2
3
αiαj
(αi/Pi)1/2 + (αj/Pj)1/2
(2.15)
where, αi is the polarizability of ion i and Pi is the number of those elec-
trons contributing prominently for the polarizability of ion i. Thus, all the
potential parameters are available for further molecular statics and dynamics
simulation.
2.2 Molecular Statics
Molecular statics (MS) is a computer simulation method focusing on the
static properties of the material. In this simulation method, every single
atom of the material system is regarded as a point particle conventionally, or
a combination of elastically linked shell and core in shell-model, which can
better duplicate the dipole behavior of atoms. Compared to the first-principle
method like the density functional theory (DFT), in which a single atom is
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regarded as a pseudo-potential nucleus and outer-shell electrons described
by wave function sets, molecular statics calculation is less CPU consuming
with the help of atomic potential as a priori knowledge so that larger systems
can be examined. As the name implies, molecular static simulation excludes
the kinetic energy of the system. As a result, only static properties, such
as optimal structure, defect energy and transition state configuration can
be obtained via this method. No dynamic characteristics are possible to be
revealed directly. However, the static calculation results can be used as a
priori knowledge in other simulation methods including kinetic Monte Carlo
(KMC) and rate theory (RT) to further explore the dynamic behaviors of
the system through time evolution. In this thesis, the General Utility Lattice
Program (GULP)[53, 54, 55] is used for all the molecular statics simulation.
GULP is a reliable and efficient code to deal with static problems in material
research. Some significant algorithms embedded in GULP code are discussed
below.
2.2.1 Optimal Structure and Defect Energy
Generally, for a system composed of N atoms as point particles, the total
system energy is
Etotal = Ep(~r1, ~r2...~rN) + Ek(~v1, ~v2...~vN) (2.16)
where, Ep is the potential energy, which is a function of positions of the N
atoms ~ri, whereas Ek is the kinetic energy, which is a function of velocities
of the N atoms, ~vi. In molecular statics simulation, kinetic energy is ignored.
That is , the system energy is only determined by the positions of atoms.
With atomic pair potential, the total system energy can be described as
Etotal =
1
2
∑
i 6=j
Uij(|~ri − ~rj|) (2.17)
where, Uij is the pair potential function of atom i and j. Let ~ri =
1rixˆ+
2riyˆ+
3rizˆ and ~x = (
1r1,
2r1,
3r1,
1r2,
2r2,
3r2, ...
1rN ,
2rN ,
3rN)
T ≡ (x1, x2, ...x3N)T .
Then the total energy as atom positions Etotal(~x) can be expanded as Taylor’s
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series near ~x0.
Etotal(~x0 + ∆~x) = Etotal(~x0) +J(~x0)
T∆~x+
1
2
∆~xTH(~x0)∆~x+ o(∆
2x) (2.18)
where, J(~x) is Jacobian vector of Etotal(~x), namely,
J(~x) = (
∂Etotal(~x)
∂x1
,
∂Etotal(~x)
∂x2
, ...
∂Etotal(~x)
∂x3N
)T (2.19)
and H(~x) is Hessian matrix of Etotal(~x) with 3N × 3N dimension, namely,
the elements of H(~x) are defined as
Hij(~x) =
∂2Etotal(~x)
∂xi∂xj
(2.20)
Since the optimal structure configuration has the minimum potential en-
ergy, we have J = 0 and H > 0 when ~x is corresponding to the optimal con-
figuration. So, finding ~x value satisfying zero Jacobian vector and positive
definitive Hessian matrix is a feasible way to obtain optimal structure config-
urations as well as the corresponding optimal defect energies. Moreover, the
Newton-Ralphson algorithm is a classic way to realize this objective. How-
ever, the Newton-Ralphson algorithm is meant to obtain a local minimum
energy configuration near the atom positions provided as the initial condition
of itineration. Hence, an appropriate initial configuration is necessary for the
molecular statics method to give correct results.
2.2.2 Saddle Point and Transition Energy
On the other hand, the molecular statics method is also capable of finding
transition states in defect evolution in materials, namely, this method can
be used to obtain migration energies. Transition states correspond to the
first order saddle points in total energy function Etotal. Saddle points are
another type of stationary points besides local minima and local maxima.
As stationary points, J = 0 has to be satisfied. Meanwhile, for the Hessian
matrix, a more complex criterion exists. Being a square matrix, the Hessian
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matrix can be eigendecomposed:
H = UTΛU (2.21)
where, U is orthogonal matrix composed of eigenvectors
U = [~v1, ~v2, ..., ~v3N ] (2.22)
where, ~vi are eigenvectors and Λ is a diagonal matrix of eigenvalues
Λ = diag(λ1, λ2, ..., λ3N) (2.23)
Regarding U as a transmission matrix, orthogonal matrix U commits a
coordinate transform on the space of basis set ~x without alternating Euclid
length. In the new coordinate space, the Hessian matrix is diagonal. By
adjusting the order of eigenvectors in U appropriately, we can make λ1 ≤
λ2 ≤ ... ≤ λ3N . Thus, for a positive definitive Hessian matrix in the local
minimum case, a sufficient and necessary condition is that all the eigenvalues
are positive, namely, λ1 > 0. Here, for a saddle point of order n, we need
λn < 0 and λn+1 > 0 so that Etotal is a local maximum through ~v1 to ~vn
directions and a local minimum through ~vn+1 to ~v3N directions. Hence, in
order to find a transition state and its corresponding energy, condition λ1 < 0
and λ2 > 0 must be satisfied. In this case, Etotal is a local minimum through
all directions except ~v1.
In numerical computation field, rational function optimizer (RFO) is de-
signed to solve the saddle point searching problem.[56] Similar to Newton-
Ralphson method, this algorithm is only capable of finding a saddle point
near the initial guess position. Consequently, providing an appropriate ini-
tial condition for iteration is important to obtain an appropriate result. Fur-
thermore, since the saddle points are much more densely distributed in the
function than the local minima, it is more tricky to assign reasonable initial
positions.
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2.2.3 Mott-Littleton Method
As mentioned before, in ion crystalline solids, Ewald summation, Wolf
direct summation or particle mesh method is necessary to deal with the long
range Coulomb interaction. However, all these algorithms require the charge
neutrality of the entire system. Otherwise, an even charge background will
be added to neutralize the extra electric charge, affecting the precision and
accuracy of the energy calculation. However, this charge neutrality condi-
tion does limit the capability of molecular statics simulation in computing
optimized defect structures and transition structures as well as the corre-
sponding defect formation and migration energies in ion crystalline solids.
For instance, a single cerium vacancy in cerium dioxide bulk introduces 4 net
negative charge to the system, making it impossible to handle with conven-
tional summation methods.
Fortunately, Mott and Littleton[57, 58] give a method for dealing with a
system containing a localized unbalanced charge. In Mott-Littleton method,
the system is divided into two regions. Region I is an inner region of spheri-
cal shape with the defect of interest in the center whereas Region II extends
from the boundary of Region I to infinity. In Region I, the structure is as-
sumed to be highly influenced by the defect, so the interactions of all atoms
in this region are explicitly calculated to ensure the thorough relaxation of
the structure. The structure in Region II, on the other hand, is supposed to
be just slightly perturbed by the defect so that the structure relaxation due
to the defect can be regarded as a perturbation on the perfect structure. As
a result, the energy of Region II can be approximated by Hessian matrix of
perfect structure, which can be computed by conventional long range sum-
mation techniques. In addition, to make the energy calculation in two regions
compatible, a shell-shape transitionary region called Region IIa is set in the
inner part of Region II. The interaction between Region I atoms and Region
IIa atoms are calculated explicitly. The rest of Region II is then tagged as
Region IIb. Thus, two radii are needed to define the dimensions of the re-
gions in Mott-Littleton approximation. These radii value should be carefully
chosen to balance between accuracy desired and time consumption.
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2.3 Molecular Dynamics
Molecular dynamics (MD) is a computer simulation method to explore the
nanometer scale characteristics of materials within nanosecond timescale. In
molecular dynamics, atoms are thought of as point particle or shell-core com-
binations just like those in molecular statics simulations. In this study, only
the point particle model is applied since the elastic and dielectric characters
are not of the main concerns. Newton’s second law of motion is used to
rule the dynamics. Thus, every atom needs to have some basic properties
such as mass, position and velocity. The electric charge of the atom is also
required in an ion crystal system due to the existence of Coulomb interac-
tion. By means of the atomic potential discussed above, the force on every
atom can be obtained from the position information. Then, given the initial
conditions, the evolution of the entire system is derived via the integration
scheme. In well-designed molecular dynamics simulations, by analyzing the
position and velocity alternation throughout the simulation time, many phys-
ical properties of the material, from elementary indices like temperature and
pressure to high profiles including diffusivity and thermal conductivity can
be calculated.
2.3.1 Molecular Dynamics Algorithm
Despite the fact that lattice structure is used to fit the atomic potentials,
it is impossible for MD method to construct lattice of crystalline solid from
randomly distributed atoms. Therefore, correct lattice structure of atoms
should be set as an initial condition of MD simulation. Also, in this study,
since only the point particle model is applied, no rotational degrees of free-
dom exist. According to thermodynamics principles, the temperature of the
system can be calculated as follows:
[Ek] =
3
2
kBT (2.24)
where, kB is the Boltzman constant, T is thermodynamic temperature and
[Ek] is the average kinetic energy of a single atom in the system. The kinetic
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energy of an atom Ek is defined as:
Ek =
1
2
mv2 (2.25)
with v as the speed of the atom. Thus, the initial velocities of the atoms
should be randomly set using a distribution with the average kinetic energy
corresponding to the control temperature. Also, to prevent the translation
as well as the rotation of the simulation box, the total translation momen-
tum and angular momentum of the initial configuration should be set to
zero.
With the initial conditions set, the system can be evolved by an integration
scheme. First of all, according to the definition of potential energy, the force
on atom i is
~Fi = −∂U
∂~ri
= −
∑
j 6=i
∂Uij
∂~rij
(2.26)
where, U is the potential energy of atom i due to all the other atoms in the
system, ~ri is the position vector of atom i, Uij is the potential energy between
atom i and j, which only depends on the distance between the two atoms
rij = |~rij| and ~rij is the vector from the position of atom j to the position of
atom i.
Having the forces, we can calculate the acceleration of the atoms using
Newton’s second law of motion:
~ai =
∂2~ri
∂t2
=
~Fi
mi
(2.27)
where, ~ai and mi are the acceleration and mass of atom i respectively and t
is time. With the acceleration available and the initial atom information, the
velocity and position of any atoms at any time can be computed. Actually,
the system evolution is calculated with the time increment dt, which is called
the time step, via integration algorithm. There have been developed a series
of diverse integration schemes for molecular dynamics simulation including
the Verlet integrator[59] and its numerus variants, the rRESPA method[60]
and the predictor-corrector method[61]. The simulation accuracy and the
time consumption vary from integrator to integrator. In this thesis, the HELL
code developed by Dr. Dieter Wolf is used to run all the molecular dynamics
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simulations. In this code, a 5th order Gear predictor-correct integrator is
utilized. The atom position after a unit time increment dt is predicted by
the 5th order Taylor expansion series:
~xp(t+dt) = ~x(t)+~v(t)dt+
1
2!
~a(t)dt2+
1
3!
d3~x(t)
dt3
dt3+
1
4!
d4~x(t)
dt4
dt4+
1
5!
d5~x(t)
dt5
dt5
(2.28)
Likewise, various order derivatives of ~x(t) can also be predicted. As the
name ”predictor-corrector” implies, correction process is then done after the
prediction to enhance the accuracy of the results. First, the predicted ~xp(t+
dt) is used to calculate forces on the atoms so that the corrected acceleration
~ac(t + dt) can be generated via Newton’s second law of motion. Then, the
difference between predicted acceleration and corrected acceleration is the
prediction error:
∆~a(t+ dt) ≡ ~ac(t+ dt)− ~ap(t+ dt) (2.29)
Next, corrected position and its higher derivatives are computed by means
of ∆~a(t + dt). Most importantly, the corrected position, velocity and accel-
eration have the expressions as:
~xc(t+ dt) = ~xp(t+ dt) + c0∆~a(t+ dt) (2.30)
~vc(t+ dt) = ~vp(t+ dt) + c1∆~a(t+ dt) (2.31)
~ac(t+ dt) = ~ap(t+ dt) + c2∆~a(t+ dt) (2.32)
where, c0 = 3/20, c1 = 251/260 and c2 = 1 are three empirical coefficients
giving the best correction. Derivatives of higher order are corrected by the
same mechanism.
These steps can be repeated by regarding the corrected quantities as the
new predicted ones. Thus, further correction is made via an iteration algo-
rithm to eventually make the quantities converge to their real values. Since
keeping realistic trajectories is unnecessary in MD simulation, the correction
iteration is typically run for only one or two steps.
Selecting an appropriate time step dt is also quite significant to maintain
the correct dynamics. An ideal time step is supposed to keep the conserva-
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tion of energy throughout the simulation. In this study, 0.5fs proves to be
a good choice of time step. Also, once the initial system configuration and
the time step are set, with the integrator mentioned before, MD simulation
can be run for as long as needed. However, considering the hardware compu-
tation capability limitation, 100ns is about the upper limit of a typical MD
simulation. Thus, only the incidents which happen within this time range
are suitable to be examined by MD simulation.
2.3.2 Ensemble Control
If the atomic trajectories of the system are only computed by the integrator
discussed before, the volume of the system V is fixed due to the application
of the periodical boundary condition (PBC) and the total system energy
E is constant due to the conservation of the energy. With the unchanged
atom number N , the ensemble NV E is naturally realized. However, with the
volume and energy fixed, the restraint quantities such as pressure p and tem-
perature T cannot be set. In many cases, constant temperature or constant
pressure is desired. For instance, in most MD simulation not involving elas-
tic properties, pressure should be kept at zero to ensure thorough relaxation
of the bulk. Also, material properties at a specific temperature are always
attractive to explore. Hence, ensembles with constant pressure or temper-
ature, including NpT , NV T , NpH (H for enthalpy) etc., are significant in
MD simulation. Thermostat and barostat are the techniques to accomplish
these objectives.
In MD simulation, when the atom position vector ~x(t) is evolving with the
advance of time, the system potential energy Ep(~x) is therewith changing. If
the conservation of energy is maintained in the system, the system kinetic
energy is also altering to compensate the potential energy variation, that is,
the temperature of the system is oscillating. To keep the temperature stable,
thermostat, which is the reasonable technique of velocity modification, is
applied. The simplest thermostat is velocity rescaling method, which directly
adds a rescale factor to velocities of all the system atoms to correct the
temperature. For example, if the objective temperature is T0 and the actual
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system temperature at the checkpoint is T , then
1
N
N∑
i=1
1
2
mi|~vi|2 = 3
2
kBT (2.33)
where, N is the system atom number, mi and ~vi are mass and velocity of
atom i. To correct the temperature to T0, the velocities are rescaled as
rescale~vi =
√
T0
T
~vi (2.34)
Then the system temperature can be kept at T0. However, the rescaling
method is a relatively rough thermostat as of the system temperature is
corrected in a single time step, which means shorter time step is required
to avoid the artifacts in the system. Furthermore, Nose´[62] and Hoover[63]
developed an alternative technique of constant temperature control. In Nose´-
Hoover thermostat, a heatbath is introduced into the system Hamiltonian
to simulate that the system is exchanging energy with a large system with
constant temperature. Thus, the difference between actual and objective
temperature decays as an exponential function with a relaxation time related
to the Hamiltonian parameters, which should be carefully chosen. Generally,
100 times of the time step is an acceptable value. Compared to rescaling
thermostat, Nose´-Hoover thermostat is more gentle and not that selective
for time step length.
To control the system pressure, modification on the simulation box di-
mension rather than atom velocity is needed. Similarly, both rescaling and
Nose´-Hoover type barostats are feasible to keep constant pressure. In the
HELL code used in this research, the rescaling thermostat and barostat are
applied. 0.5fs is also found to be an appropriate time step for these ensem-
bles.
For more detailed information about methods and techniques involved in
molecular dynamics simulation, readers can refer to Reference [36].
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CHAPTER 3
ATOMIC POTENTIAL DEVELOPMENT
Reliable conventional potentials are always the most pivotal concern in
atomic simulation of materials. Since almost all the material properties are
embedded in the atomic potentials, the simulation results are highly sensitive
to the potential parameters. Therefore, a set of atomic potential parameters
which are capable of replicating the material behaviors of interest is the
foundation of credible molecular statics and dynamics research. As a result,
potential development work has been actively pursued for decades. To take
ceria system as an example, there are at least 6 sets of Buckingham potential
parameters published in literatures as listed in Table 2.1. On one hand,
recently developed potentials (V[37] and VI[19]) refer to more recent and
advanced experimental data in fitting processes to ensure that the simulation
results are more precise. On the other hand, the earlier developed potentials
(I to IV[43, 44, 22, 45]) focus on elastic properties of ceria rather than the
ion migration behaviors as the other two do. Considering the fact that this
study intends to clarify a couple of material characteristics involving defect
transition states, only potential V and VI are used.
However, to conduct atomic simulation in cerium dioxide with xenon im-
planted or lanthanum doped, the potential curves indicating the interaction
between the impurity atoms and cations/anions in ceria are required, namely,
Xe-Ce4+, Xe-O2−, La3+-Ce4+ and La3+-O2+ potential parameters are desired
for proposed atomic simulation work, which can hardly be fitted empirically
due to the lack of experimental data. For an isolated ion pair, which is also
called a dimer, the potential curve versus separation can easily be obtained
via first-principle calculation[64]. Nonetheless, including strong interaction
between electrons of the two ions, the potential curves directly from the dimer
ab-initio calculation poorly reflect the real energy state for an impurity atom
incorporated into the system, where a single impurity atom interacts with a
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great number of other ions. To solve this problem, Butler’s approach based
on Kim-Gordon electron gas method[43, 49], which needs electron charge
density of ions as a priori knowledge, is used in this thesis.
3.1 Charge Density Calculation
Knowing the numbers of nuclear charge and orbital electrons, the ion elec-
tron charge density is calculated by exactly solving a multiple-body Schro¨din-
ger equation. To make use of self-consistent field theory (SCF) in the calcu-
lation, the Hartree-Fock approximation method[65, 66] is presented so that
the numerical approaches are possible. In the Hartree-Fock method, an ap-
propriate initial configuration is important for fast convergence of iteration
and a set of the electron wave functions of an isolated charge neutral atom
proves a good initial input. Unfortunately, as the real form of the orbital
electron wave function, the confluent hypergeometric functions are hard to
handle in numerical calculation, each wave function of an electron is regard-
ed as a series of Slater exponential function basis[67] (STO) or Gaussian
function basis (GTO). In this thesis, GAMESS-US[50] code, which is based
on Gaussian type basis, is used to calculate electron charge density for Xe,
La3+, Ce4+ and O2− with the well-tempered Gaussian basis[68, 69, 70, 71] set.
The charge density distributions of the four ions are shown in Figure 3.1 to
3.4. With these density distribution data, the electron gas method can then
be utilized to calculate the interaction between ions without deformation of
electron cloud.
3.2 Xenon Involved Potential in Ceria
Once the electron charge density distribution data of Xe, Ce4+ and O2− are
available, the short range potentials of Xe-Ce4+ and Xe-O2− can be computed
using Equation 2.10 through 2.14. (A computer code is developed to calculate
potential curves from the electron gas method. Refer to Appendix A for
details.) The energy vs separation distance curves for both Xe-O2− and
Xe-Ce4+ pairs are shown in Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.5: Xe-O2− Energy Curve from the Electron Gas Method
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Figure 3.6: Xe-Ce4+ Energy Curve from the Electron Gas Method
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Pair A (eV) ρ (A˚) C (eVA˚6)
Xe-O2− 301.9 0.4405 101.2
Xe-Ce4+ 5072.29 0.3258 52.48
Table 3.1: Xe Involved Potential Parameters
To make this potential compatible with Shiiyama’s potential parameters
(Potential VI in Table 2.1), Ce4+-O2− energy curve is also calculated and
then compared with Born-Mayer part of Ce4+-O2− interaction in Shiiyama’s
potential set. The difference between the two Ce4+-O2− potential is taken
as the shift value of Xe-O2− and Xe-Ce4+ potential modification. Thus,
modified Xe-O2− and Xe-Ce4+ energy curves are fitted to get Born-Mayer
form coefficients. After that, van der Waals dispersion coefficients, CXeO and
CXeCe, are derived using Equation 2.15. Here, αXe = 27.318, αCe = 5.826,
αO = 15.3609, PXe = 7.901, PCe = 7.901 and PO = 4.455 (all in a.u.)[72, 49].
The Buckingham potential parameters thus obtained through modified Kim-
Gordon method are listed in Table 3.1.
Unfortunately, calculations using this potential frequently diverge. The
reason is just the intrinsic shortcoming of Buckingham potential form: neg-
ative energy at very short distances. In our case, the Xe-O2− potential has
a relative small A compared to the large value of its C whereas no Coulomb
interaction exists due to the charge neutrality of Xe. As a result, the positive
barrier is not adequately high so as to prevent atoms from falling into the
negative energy trap, as shown in Figure 3.7.
This non-convergence behavior of Buckingham potential form is just an
artifact of the 1/r6 dispersion term. Specifically speaking, although van
der Waals dispersion interaction is a short range interaction compared to the
Coulomb potential, its effective range is still longer than the atomic repulsive
force represented by the Born-Mayer exponential term, namely, there is no
dispersion force at rather short distance.As mentioned before, this artifact
can be eliminated using the 4-interval Buckingham potential form[35]. In
this case, since the cohesive energy is not that important for Xe-O2− pair, a
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Figure 3.7: Positive ”Barrier” in Xe-O2− Buckingham Potential
3-interval Buckingham potential form can be applied:
Buck3Uij(rij) =

Aij exp
(
−rij
ρij
)
0 <rij < r1
a0 + a1rij + a2r
2
ij + a3r
3
ij + a4r
4
ij + a5r
5
ij r1 <rij < r2
Aij exp
(
−rij
ρij
)
− Cij
r6ij
r2 <rij < rc
(3.1)
where, Aij, ρij and Cij are the same as the parameters with identical names
in conventional Buckingham form. ai’s are polynomial coefficients ensuring
the second order continuity on both sides, and r1 and r2 should be carefully
chosen. Thus, we have completed potential parameters for cerium dioxide
system with xenon implanted as listed in Table 3.2 and 3.3. So far, all the
potentials required for atomic simulation for single xenon behavior in the
ceria system are ready so that the molecular statics calculations described in
Chapter 4 can be carried out.
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Pair A (eV) ρ (A˚) C (eVA˚6) rmin rmax
Ce4+-O2− 1176.3 0.381 0.0 0.0 10.4
O2−-O2− 22760 0.149 27.89 0.0 10.4
Xe-O2− 301.9 0.4405 0.0 0.0 1.75
Xe-O2− 301.9 0.4405 101.2 2.48 10.4
Xe-Ce4+ 5072.29 0.3258 52.48 0.0 10.4
Table 3.2: Xe Involved Ceria Potential Parameters
a0 a1 a2 a3 a4 a5
-134.1879 326.8137 -260.8096 86.5063 -10.3381 0.0000
Table 3.3: Polynomial Potential for Xe-O2− Pair for 1.75A˚ < r < 2.48A˚
3.3 Lanthanum Involved Potential in Ceria
Similar to the xenon case just discussed, the lanthanum involved ceria
potential can also be developed with the electron charge density distribution
data for La3+, Ce4+ and O2−. Figures 3.8 to 3.10 show the energy curves for
La3+-O2−, La3+-Ce4+ and La3+-La3+ with comparisons with corresponding
Coulomb potential energy curves for the latter two pairs which have repulsive
Coulomb force.
As discussed before, Born-Mayer form potential, which is used to fit the
electron gas method energy curves, only provides accurate interaction infor-
mation of the middle part of the short range potential. The accurate extreme
short range potential, which can be described by the ZBL potential, is un-
necessary if no collisions are involved as in displacement cascade simulations
where the longer range behavior close to the cutoff distance is dominated
by dispersion interaction. Thus, in Figure 3.9 and 3.10, it is clear that the
Coulomb repulsive force is dominant in the range where the electron gas result
is effective. Hence, both short range interaction of cation-cation pairs can be
omitted in the potential development (actually, in all published ceria poten-
tial, Ce4+-Ce4+ short-range interaction is ignored for the same reason). Only
La3+-O2− short range interaction is of our concerns here. Using the same ap-
proaches in Xe involved potential development, the Buckingham parameters
are obtained from least squares fitting and Equation 2.15 with αLa = 7.673,
PLa = 7.901, αO = 15.3609 and PO = 4.455; all in a.u.[72, 49].
In addition, experimental results of lanthanum doped cerium dioxide which
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Figure 3.9: La3+-Ce4+ Energy Curve from the Electron Gas Method
Coulomb interaction potential is also shown in the figure for comparison,
since both potentials are positive.
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Coulomb interaction potential is also shown in the figure for comparison,
since both potentials are positive.
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Figure 3.11: Lattice Constant Comparison for Lanthanum Doped Ceria
between MD and XRD[73]
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Pair A (eV) ρ (A˚) C (eVA˚6) rmin rmax
Ce4+-O2− 755.1311 0.429 0.0 0.0 10.4
O2−-O2− 9533.421 0.234 224.88 0.0 10.4
La3+-O2− 676.769 0.4406 37.17 0.0 10.4
Table 3.4: La3+ Involved Ceria Potential Parameters
can be utilized for fine atomic potential corrections are available. McBride
et al. report the linear relation between lattice constant expansion and lan-
thanum doping concentration by means of XRD measurements[73]. In the
same literature, McBride et al. also state that the expansion coefficien-
t mainly depends on the doping ion radius. Considering the fact that the
Born-Mayer part of the Buckingham potential accounts for the repulsive in-
teraction at very short range, which helps define the ion size, it is valid to use
these lattice constants corresponding to doping concentration in fine modi-
fication of atomic potential so that the real material behaviors can be repli-
cated. The potential parameters for lanthanum doped ceria system based on
Gotte’s ceria potential[37] (Potential V in Table 2.1) are listed in Table 3.4.
Also, lanthanum doped ceria system of 16 × 16 × 16 conventional cells are
equilibrated at 300K in MD simulation for 200ps and the later 100ps average
system sizes is used to calculate lattice constants. The lattice constants are
compared with reported XRD results in Figure 3.11, indicating that the de-
veloped potential set is precise enough to be used in lanthanum doped ceria
system simulation in this thesis.
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CHAPTER 4
SINGLE XENON BEHAVIOR IN CERIA
As an important gaseous fission product, xenon plays a crucial role in ra-
diation damage processes in nuclear fuel materials. Once an energetic xenon
atom produced by fission reaction is stopped in the medium, experimental
observations show that the noble gas atoms eventually gather in voids to
form bubbles. Since Xe-Xe attractive interaction is short ranged due to the
lack of Coulomb interaction, the nucleation and growth of xenon bubbles are
mainly due to the migration of single xenon. Thus, single xenon behavior in
nuclear fuel materials is the foundation of understanding the gas bubble evo-
lution procedure. To better explain the experimental observation in xenon
implantation in ceria, single xenon behavior in cerium dioxide is explored via
molecular statics in this chapter. Also, by comparing ceria simulation results
with urania ones, both the validation of ceria as a urania surrogate and the
accuracy of xenon involve potential can be examined.
4.1 Xe in Vacancy Cluster Including One Ce
Vacancy
The xenon position in cerium dioxide is probably the most fundamental
problem for the xenon behavior research. Generally, in fluorite structure,
the octahedral interstitial position is a common position to accommodate an
extra atom such as a cerium or oxygen self interstitial atom (SIA). However,
due to the large size of the xenon atom, high configurational energy can
be predicted for a xenon incorporated in an octahedral interstitial position.
Hence, cerium vacancy and vacancy clusters with one cerium vacancy are also
considered as the possible positions for xenon. Six different xenon positions
are then set for the molecular statics calculations as shown in Figure 4.1. The
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Figure 4.1: Xenon in Vacancy Clusters with One Cerium Vacancy
a) octahedral; b) Ce vacancy; c) CeO cluster;
d) CeO2 cluster 1; e) CeO2 cluster 2; f) CeO2 cluster 3
potential developed in the previous chapter is used for a 5× 5× 5 supercell
system with a 14-25A˚ Mott-Littleton radii in static simulation. The system
size and Mott-Littleton radii are proved to be large enough to yield accurate
results and then applied for all the molecular static calculation throughout
this chapter. Both the binding energies Ebinding of the vacancy clusters and
the incorporation energies Eincorporation of the xenon are obtained. Here,
Ebinding = Ecluster − Eseparate (4.1)
Eincorporation = EXe − Ecluster − Efree (4.2)
where, Ecluster is the defect energy of the vacancy cluster without xenon,
Eseparate is the sum of defect energies of isolated single vacancies in the cluster,
EXe is the defect energy of the vacancy cluster incorporated with a xenon
and Efree ≡ 0 is the free xenon atom energy, which is zero in molecular
statics criteria. The calculated energies are listed in Table 4.1.
From static calculations, xenon in an octahedral interstitial position has an
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Index a) b) c) d) e) f)
Ebinding (eV) N/A N/A -3.0313 -4.4448 -5.3628 -5.4747
Eincorporation (eV) 11.0822 2.6079 2.2678 1.7742 2.0350 2.1814
Table 4.1: Xe in Vacancy Clusters with One Ce Vacancy
Index b) c) d) e) f)
Emig (eV) 11.3327 8.5487 8.8694 8.8014 8.6755
Table 4.2: Xe Migration Energies to the 2nd Nearest Interstitial Positions
incorporation energy of over 10eV whereas an xenon incorporated in vacancy
clusters with one cerium vacancy has a incorporation energy around 2eV
(oxygen vacancy position is also considered, the energy is 10.52eV, close
to interstitial position and then will not be discussed any more). Thus,
the octahedral interstitial position is obviously not favored for xenon. In
the meantime, the increase of oxygen vacancies can enlarge the cluster size
and then reduce the xenon incorporation energy. Also, the Schottky defects
(configuration d), e) and f)) have the lowest binding energies because of their
charge neutrality, making them competitive positions for xenon.
Now that xenon incorporated in vacancy clusters with one cerium vacancy
is possible, xenon mobility in these positions should be examined. Since there
is only one cerium vacancy in the system, the xenon can either migrate to an
interstitial position nearby or exchange position with its nearest cerium ion.
First, the xenon migration to the first nearest interstitial position is consid-
ered (all possible routes are shown as arrows in Figure 4.1). Unfortunately,
with the existence of the cerium vacancy, all the first nearest interstitial po-
sitions are no longer stable. Then the second nearest interstitial positions
are considered. Since the oxygen vacancy can lower the migration energy, for
the cases with oxygen vacancy in the clusters, only the migration route pass-
ing an oxygen vacancy is calculated. The migration energies are then listed
in Table 4.2. All these migration energies are rather high for xenon atoms
migrating frequently enough to form bubbles. Now the exchange mechanism
is considered. Migration energies are listed in Table 4.3 for all the possible
directions of exchange mechanism, as shown in Figure 4.2.
All the migration energies through exchange mechanism are higher than
10eV, even higher than the migration energy of a xenon in octahedral inter-
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Figure 4.2: Exchange Migration Mechanism Configurations
stitial position (4.801eV). Therefore, vacancy clusters including more cerium
vacancies need to be examined to explain the xenon migration behavior in
ceria.
4.2 Xe in Vacancy Cluster Including Two Ce
Vacancies
Since the vacancy clusters with single cerium vacancy can only accommo-
date xenon rather than make it mobile, more complex situations must be
studied. Here, seven typical vacancy cluster configurations which contain
two cerium vacancies are considered as xenon trapping sites, as showed in
Figure 4.3. Clusters with more oxygen vacancies are possible to exist, but
the listed 7 configurations are sufficient to reflect the basic characteristics of
xenon behavior.
First, vacancy cluster binding energies as well as xenon incorporation en-
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Figure 4.3: Vacancy Clusters Configurations with Two Cerium Vacancies
a) Ce2 cluster; b) Ce2O cluster; c) Ce2O2 cluster 1; d) Ce2O2 cluster 2
e) Ce2O2 cluster 3; f) Ce2O2 cluster 4; g) Ce2O2 cluster 5
ergies are calculated. Different from the previous cases with only one cerium
vacancy, the clusters with two cerium vacancies have more space to accom-
modate a xenon atom. Actually, there are three possible stable sites for
xenon inside the cluster. First two are the two vacant cerium lattice sites,
marked as ”VCe1” and ”VCe2”. The third one is the middle point between
the two cerium vacancies, marked as ”Mid”. The static calculation results
are listed in Table 4.4.
Except for configuration c), xenon has two stable positions in clusters VCe1
and VCe2 . For configuration c), only the middle point is stable due to the
vacant space created by the oxygen di-vacancy. Symmetry effects can also be
distinguished from identical energy values in both positions. Meanwhile, the
incorporation energies are a little lower than the one cerium vacancy cases,
but the differences are not very significant. An interesting phenomenon is
the negative incorporation energy of configuration b). Further exploration
reveals the structural change of the vacancy cluster during the xenon im-
plantation. Without xenon, an oxygen ion is located in the ”Mid” position
rather than in a lattice site, making two actual oxygen vacancies in the clus-
ter. When the xenon is present, the ”Mid” oxygen returns to its lattice
position, resulting in the negative incorporation energy. When an energetic
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Figure 4.4: Two Competing Mechanisms in Xenon Migration
xenon is stopped in cerium, the stopped position is more important than the
energetic preference to determine the xenon incorporation position. Thus,
this negative incorporation energy does not affect the xenon behavior sig-
nificantly. The really pivotal concern is the xenon migration process. In
a vacancy cluster with two cerium vacancies, xenon can migrate through a
vacancy assisted mechanism. However, a cluster split mechanism also exists
to compete with the xenon migration. Figure 4.4 shows both mechanisms.
In vacancy assisted migration mechanism, the cluster integrity is main-
tained after cerium vacancy migration. In the meantime, xenon can migrate
between the two stable sites inside the cluster. Thus, as long as the cluster
still includes two cerium vacancies, this mechanism can keep taking place
so that the xenon can migrate with the cluster. Also, considering the lower
migration energy of the oxygen vacancy (around 0.5eV) and the Coulomb
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Figure 4.5: Migration Energies for Both Migration and Split Mechanisms
attraction between cation and anion vacancies, the oxygen vacancies can al-
so follow the cluster to migrate. Unfortunately, cerium vacancy migration
is also likely to result in cluster split. In the cluster split mechanism, two
separated vacancy clusters with one cerium vacancy are formed. As a result,
xenon is incorporated in a vacancy cluster with only one cerium vacancy. Ac-
cording to the previous simulation, xenon then becomes immobile. To clarify
the energy preference between two competing mechanisms, cerium vacancy
migration energies are calculated for all the seven considered configurations
and both of the cerium vacancies in the clusters. The molecular statics re-
sults are showed in Figure 4.5. For configurations a) through c), symmetry
causes the energy values for both vacancies to be the same.
Compared to the cerium vacancy migration energy in an elsewhere per-
fect lattice (7.03eV), the cerium vacancy becomes much more mobile in the
cluster. However, the split mechanism has the minimum migration energy in
most configurations. To see if the split cerium vacancy prefers to move away
or return to the original cluster, the migration energy of the split cerium
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Figure 4.6: Recovery Mechanism of Split Clusters
vacancy is examined. The results are showed in Figure 4.6. The black line in
the graph marks the cerium vacancy migration energy in elsewhere perfect
lattice.
Static calculation results show that the cluster recovery is favored in most
cases except for the VCe2 case of configuration d). However, for that case,
the migration mechanism has a lower energy at the beginning so the split
mechanism itself is not favored. Thus, we can conclude that cerium vacancy
assisted xenon migration is possible in ceria since the split vacancy clusters
intend to recover. Finally, xenon migration energies between the stable sites
in the cluster are computed and showed in Figure 4.7.
Xenon migration energy corresponding to the blue diamond in Figure 4.7
is hard to obtain via RFO method due to the cluster configuration shift
during the iterations. Hence, sampling method is used by fixing the xenon
atom on the straight line connecting the two stable sites to get the maximum
energy along the designed migration route. This method can at least provide
an upper limit of the xenon migration energy. Anyhow, the xenon migration
energies are less than 1eV so that the xenon migration behavior is dominated
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Figure 4.7: Xenon Migration inside Vacancy Clusters
by cerium vacancy migration.
To sum up, the initial position of xenon is determined by where the kinetic
energy of xenon is drained through interaction with cerium and oxygen ions
rather than the energy preference of xenon incorporation. That is, a single
xenon atom is possible to stay in an octahedral interstitial position or an oxy-
gen vacancy regardless of the rather high incorporation energies. After that,
the diffusion of cerium vacancies created from displacement cascades provides
xenon atoms chances of lowering incorporation energies. Once a cerium va-
cancy is near an interstitial xenon, the interstitial position becomes unstable
due to the static calculation so that the xenon turns into a substitute atom in
cerium lattice position. Also, Coulomb interaction drives mobile oxygen va-
cancies to stick with cerium vacancies to form charge neutral or near-neutral
vacancy clusters. Still the xenon in a vacancy cluster with only one cerium
vacancy is stuck there. However, molecular statics further shows the ener-
gy preference of another cerium vacancy joining the cluster. In this case,
the cluster with a cerium di-vacancy and an incorporated xenon are quite
mobile. Thereafter, the xenon-xenon interaction results in the bubble nu-
cleation and growth once xenon incorporated vacancies clusters migrated to
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close distances. In addition, since xenon migrates with two cerium vacancies
and several oxygen vacancies, the growth of gas bubble does not increase the
bubble pressure but decreases surface energy. Thus, bubble growth through
this mechanism is favored in energy concern.
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CHAPTER 5
FRENKEL PAIR EVOLUTION IN LA
DOPED CERIA
The dislocation loop is one of the most common defect structure features in
irradiated cerium dioxide at low dose. With the increase of dose, dislocation
lines are formed and then expand into tangled dislocation networks. With
TEM image analytic techniques, the dislocation loop has been determined
as the planar interstitial cluster lying in a {111} plane. However, the specific
structure and components of the dislocation loop remain unclear.
In recent TEM observation of irradiated cerium dioxide with various lan-
thanum dopant concentrations[29], significant alternation in dislocation loop
size growth rate is reported under different doping conditions. The average
dislocation growth rates are listed in Table 5.1.
In cerium dioxide samples with 5% lanthanum dopants, the growth of
dislocation loops is suppressed. On the contrary, loop evolution is quite
a bit faster in 25% lanthanum doped ceria compared to that in the pure
samples. This phenomenon implies the existence of a competition mechanism
influencing the dislocation loop nucleation and growth.
Thus, in this chapter, the structure and composition of the dislocation
loops in ceria are first examined and discussed. After that, atomic simulation
methods are used to explain the loop growth rate dependence on doping
concentration.
Doping Concentration 0% 5% 25%
Growth Rate (nm/(1014ions/cm2)) 2.30 1.35 4.90
Table 5.1: Loop Growth Rate Dependence on Doping
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Figure 5.1: Interstitial Type Dislocation Loop in Simple Cubic Lattice
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Figure 5.2: Vacancy Type Dislocation Loop in Simple Cubic Lattice
5.1 Dislocation Loops in Cerium Dioxide
Before further discussion about the defect cluster nucleation and growth
process, the possible dislocation loop structures in cerium dioxide are pro-
posed. A dislocation loop is a closed dislocation line inside the material.
Since the starting and ending points overlap, the dislocation line does not
expand to the surface as ordinary edge or screw dislocations. Simply speak-
ing, a dislocation loop is a local extra or missing layer in the material, named
interstitial or vacancy type dislocation loop respectively. Figure 5.1 and 5.2
show {001} interstitial and vacancy type dislocation loops in simple cubic
lattice just to give a clear conception.
In cerium dioxide, due to the complex structure of the fluorite type lattice
and the inconvenient fact that two types of ions are involved, the dislocation
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Figure 5.3: {111} Planes in Cerium Dioxide
loop structure is much more complex than those in a simple cubic lattice.
Fortunately, experimental observations have confirmed that the dislocation
loops in irradiated ceria are interstitial type loops on {111} planes, which
slightly simplifies our effort to clarify the dislocation loop structure in the
nuclear oxide fuel surrogate. First, view of {111} planes in cerium dioxide are
illustrated in Figure 5.3. The black capitalized letters indicate the stacking
order of cerium face-center cubic (fcc) lattice while the orange ones corre-
spond to stacking order of fcc octahedral interstitial position layers.
5.1.1 Pure Oxygen Interstitial Type Loops
As discussed before, the two possible candidates of the dislocation loop
structure are the pure oxygen loop and the stoichiometric loop. The pure
oxygen interstitial loop, thought possible to be formed due to the high mobil-
ity of oxygen interstitials compared to that of cerium, has a relatively simple
structure. With any of the octahedral interstitial planes shown as dashed
lines in Figure 5.3 partially filled with oxygen interstitial ions, a pure {111}
oxygen interstitial type dislocation loop is formed as in Figure 5.4.
To examine the system preference of pure oxygen cluster formation, a
variety of oxygen cluster configurations with up to five oxygen interstitial
ions, including the planar {111} interstitial loop, are considered as listed in
Figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.4: Pure Oxygen Interstitial Type Dislocation Loop
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Figure 5.6: Binding Energy Comparison for Various Oxygen Clusters
Molecular statics with Gotte’s potential[37] is then used to compute cluster
binding energies Ebinding, which is defined in Equation 4.1. Here, 5 × 5 × 5
conventional fluorite cell size is used. Also, Mott-Littleton radii are set as 14
and 25 A˚. The results are shown in Figure 5.6. For better comparison, the
binding energies are averaged for each oxygen ion in the clusters.
According to the definition of the binding energy Ebinding, the positive
values shown in Figure 5.6 indicate that the formation of all these pure
oxygen clusters requires extra energy other than the sum of defect energies
of the separated interstitial oxygen ions, namely, clustering of interstitial
ions is not favored. Moreover, the binding energy per oxygen interstitial
rises with the increasing cluster size, which implies that the growth of the
pure oxygen cluster is energetically unstable. Actually, charge imbalance in
pure oxygen clusters forbids the high Coulomb energy and the simulation
results show that elastic energy, another source of binding energy, fails to
compensate the point charge effect. Hence, globally speaking, pure oxygen
clusters are not preferred in ceria system. However, local energy minima of
configurations can still be found, such as configuration 3 of 3-SIA clusters
and configuration 8 of 4-SIA clusters. So, when the local oxygen interstitial
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Figure 5.8: Localized Oxygen Frenkel Pair Evolution in Pure Ceria
concentration is high, as during the displacement cascade, the pure oxygen
clusters may still be formed. However, the local minimum configurations
usually have a tetrahedral structure rather than a planar one.
To further explore the pure oxygen clusters, molecular dynamics simulation
is then utilized to clarify whether the pure oxygen clusters can be formed and
survive long. Here, Frenkel pair evolution method, which will be discussed
and validated in detail later, is applied. In the simulation, a ceria system
including 16 × 16 × 16 conventional fluorite cells is equilibrated in NpT en-
semble for 2ns at 1000K and zero pressure before the introduction of 350
randomly distributed oxygen Frenkel pairs as showed in Figure 5.7. Then
the system dynamics is simulated for another 1ns. During the simulation,
the anion Frenkel pairs keep recombining. In the end of the runtime, few
oxygen Frenkel pairs remain in the simulation box, implying the instability
of oxygen Frenkel pairs in cerium dioxide and the relatively high mobility of
the defects.
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Despite the fact that no stable pure oxygen defect structures are observed
in the simulation just discussed, due to the local minimum configurations
found in static calculation, stable pure oxygen interstitial clusters may be
formed when the local oxygen interstitial concentration is high as during
the displacement cascade procedure. Thus, 44 Frenkel pairs are created in
a equilibrated 16 × 16 × 16 ceria supercell, with interstitials and vacancies
respectively localized together as showed in Figure 5.8 for MD simulation.
In the beginning of the simulation, some close located oxygen interstitials
do form pure oxygen clusters which are local minima in static calculation.
However, none of these pure oxygen clusters can survive until the end of
simulation. Thus, pure oxygen interstitial clusters, though they may be
formed during the very beginning of displacement cascade, are not stable
defect structure configurations even within relatively short MD time scales.
This is because of the long range characteristics of Coulomb force between
oxygen interstitials and vacancies as well as the low migration energies, and
thus high diffusivities, of both types of oxygen point defects in ceria.
5.1.2 Stoichiometric Interstitial Type Loops
Stoichiometric loops are more complicated in structure than pure oxygen
loops. Actually, the stoichiometric loop can be regarded as a partial stacking
fault in a {111} plane as showed in Figure 5.9. In this figure, the loop is a
local A interstitial stacking layer between B and C ordinary stacking layers.
When the loop grows to the surface, it becomes an edge dislocation line,
which is also observed in high dose irradiated ceria samples.
To examine the binding energies of stoichiometric interstitial dislocation
loops of various sizes, molecular statics calculation is first applied. Six differ-
ent loop configurations are considered including up to 7 CeO2 stoichiometric
interstitial combinations, the cerium structures of which in the octahedral in-
terstitial layer are showed in Figure 5.10. An 8× 8× 8 supercell is used with
20-35A˚ Mott-Littleton radii. Then the calculated binding energies Ebinding
are averaged for each CeO2 interstitial molecules, and illustrated in Figure
5.11. When the cluster (cannot be called a loop yet) contains only one CeO2
interstitial combination, the binding energy is positive so that the structure
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Figure 5.9: Stoichiometric Interstitial Type Dislocation Loop
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Figure 5.10: Structure Configurations of Small Dislocation Loops
is unstable, which implies that locating three ions in a single octahedral inter-
stitial position causes an extremely strong elastic energy. Actually, molecular
dynamics simulation shows that a single CeO2 interstitial combination exists
in the form that the ions are sited in three close octahedral interstitial po-
sitions, the binding energy of which has also been proved negative through
static calculation. On the other hand, larger planar stoichiometric interstitial
clusters have negative binding energies. Also, a trend can be discovered that
the larger loops have lower binding energies per additional CeO2.
To confirm this trend, we need to examine dislocation loops of much larger
sizes. Unfortunately, molecular statics calculation is not capable of dealing
with very large system. Hence, molecular dynamics is utilized to calculate
the energy profiles for large stoichiometric defects. First, a 25 × 25 × 25
perfect supercell system of ceria is equilibrated for 300ps in NpT ensemble
at 300K and zero pressure. The temperature is relatively low so that the
migration of oxygen defects can be suppressed. Using the average simulation
box size in the second half of the NpT equilibration, the perfect system is
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Figure 5.11: Binding Energies of Small Dislocation Loops
then equilibrated in NVT ensemble at 300K for another 50ps. After that, the
mean potential energy of the system in the latter 25ps of NVT equilibration
is averaged for each CeO2 molecule, which is the molecular cohesive energy
Ecoh. Meanwhile, circular dislocation loops with up to 121 CeO2 interstitial
combinations are added in to the equilibrated perfect system. After the
similar 50ps NpT and 50ps NVT ensemble simulation, the system potential
energies with loops Eloop are obtained. The total number of CeO2 molecules
in a defect free system is N (=62500) while the CeO2 interstitial combination
number in the loop is n (n=7, 13, 19, 31, 37, 43, 55, 61, 73, 85, 91, 97, 109
and 121). The defect energy Edef of the loop is then defined as:
Edef = Eloop − (N + n)Ecoh (5.1)
In order to make the results comparable, the defect energies of loops with
various sizes are averaged for each CeO2 interstitial combination and then
showed in Figure 5.12, along with the previous static calculation results. It is
obvious that the larger loops have lower unit defect energies, which means the
growth of the loops are favored. Also, there is an exception in the small loop
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Figure 5.12: Defect Energies of Stoichiometric Dislocation Loops
regime since the lattice anisotropy is still significant in that small dimension.
Thus, the driving force of dislocation loop growth and coalescence can be
analyzed.
From Figure 5.12, for any two loops with N1 and N2 CeO2 interstitial
combinations, coalescence is favored according to the energy profile since a
loop with N3 = N1 +N2 CeO2 has a lower potential energy. This drives the
merger of two loops in the same planes when they are close enough. However,
for those loops in different planes or even with different orientations, the
coalescence is difficult due to the large energy barrier required to overcome
the separation distance. In addition, the defect energies of the small loops are
extremely high whereas the unit energy differences between the large loops
are minor. Therefore, the major mechanism of loop growth can be predicted
as the large loops absorbing small loops rather than the coalescence of large
loops. This latter possibility also depends on the loop mobility which may
be restricted in most cases. Thus, a growth-based coalescence is more likely
than one based on loop mobility despite the energy considerations.
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5.2 Frenkel Pair Evolution in Pure and La Doped
Ceria
Now that the structural configuration of the dislocation loops has been clar-
ified and the lanthanum trivalent dopant involved ceria conventional atom-
ic potential has been finely developed, efforts in computer simulation are
made to explain the different loop growth rates observed in TEM images of
irradiated ceria with diverse lanthanum doping concentrations. Generally,
displacement cascade simulation is utilized to explore the radiation damage
processes within molecular dynamics approach. However, there are a couple
of shortcomings in cascade simulation which cause considerable limitations in
the research of material properties. First of all, displacement cascade simula-
tion, which requires large simulation box as well as short time step, is usually
a time and resource consuming mission. Second, the non-equilibrium behav-
iors and the complex configurations make the data analysis difficult. Thus, an
alternative MD approach is desired for better understanding the dislocation
loop formation and growth characteristics in irradiated ceria.
5.2.1 Frenkel Pair Evolution Method
Based on Uberuaga et al.’s conclusion[74] that the major consequence of a
displacement cascade is no more than creating non-equilibrium point defects,
Aidhy et al.[75] state that simply adding randomly distributed Frenkel pairs
in the system can simulate the accumulation effect of multiple displacement
cascades. More importantly, by using this Frenkel pair evolution method,
the cation and anion Frenkel pairs can be examined independently so that a
better understanding of defect behaviors can be achieved.
Before the exploration of Frenkel pair behaviors, conventional displace-
ment cascade simulations are conducted to validate this method. A large
simulation box containing 25 × 25 × 25 conventional pure ceria cells is e-
quilibrated in NpT ensemble at 1000K and zero pressure for 400ps before
making a cation energetic as the primary knock-on atom (PKA). The PKA
energy is set as 10keV, which is a little lower than the threshold beyond
which several sub-cascades frequently take place. Moreover, the simulation
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Figure 5.13: 10keV PKA Displacement Cascade in Pure Ceria
box is large enough to hold the entire cascade region. During cascade, the
atoms are controlled by NVE ensemble so that the local energy is conserved,
while the temperature of the three boundary atom layers are fixed at 1000K
via the rescaling thermostat not only to absorb the cascade energy through
heat transfer but also to prevent phonons from penetrating the boundaries
to cause artifacts. Various time steps are used in different stages of the cas-
cade throughout the 26.2ps runtime to guarantee energy conservation during
ion-ion interactions. Figure 5.13 shows typical defect configurations during
a single displacement cascade described before. The 150fs graph shows the
collision stage in which many ions are displaced from their lattice sites due to
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their interactions with the energetic PKA. Furthermore, the 700fs graph elu-
cidates the melting cascade core region in the thermal spike stage. More im-
portantly, after the PKA energy is removed through heat transfer, at 26.2ps,
only a few cation and anion Frenkel pairs are remained as showed in the last
graph. Actually, in a single 10keV displacement cascade, averagely only 9
cation and 16 anion Frenkel pairs are produced. This proves the excellent
radiation resistance of oxide fuel materials and also demonstrates that the
dislocation loop structures as well as the dislocation lines observed in TEM
images of irradiated ceria are just the results of the evolution of these cas-
cade produced Frenkel pairs. Therefore, study on the Frenkel pair evolution
behaviors is valid in exploring the defect formation process in cerium dioxide
under irradiation condition. In addition, further validation of the Frenkel
pair evolution method will be discussed later by comparing FP evolution
results with overlapped displacement cascades simulation results.
Now Frenkel pair evolution behavior is examined in the lanthanum doped
system. Lanthanum doped cerium dioxide systems including 16 × 16 × 16
conventional cells are studied here. Since the experimental approach involves
pure ceria specimens as well as samples with 5% and 25% lanthanum dopants,
the simulated systems are respectively doped with 0%, 5%, 10%, 15%, 20%
and 25% lanthanum cations along with corresponding numbers of oxygen
vacancies. The systems are then equilibrated in NpT ensemble at 1000K and
zero pressure for 2ns. This equilibration procedure can not only relax the
system to its equilibrium stress free dimensions, but let the doping-caused
oxygen vacancies arrive their optimal positions as well. After that, various
configurations of non-equilibrium Frenkel pairs are introduced into the sys-
tems as the initial conditions of the Frenkel pair evolution simulations, which
also apply NpT ensemble at 1000K temperature and zero pressure.
5.2.2 Oxygen Frenkel Pair Evolution
In the previous simulations, oxygen Frenkel pairs have been proved to be
unstable in pure cerium dioxide system so that no pure oxygen interstitial
clusters can survive a typical MD time term. However, since oxygen Frenkel
pairs also participate in the formation of the stoichiometric interstitial type
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Figure 5.14: Oxygen Frenkel Pair Numbers vs Time
dislocation loops. More importantly, the differences in oxygen Frenkel behav-
iors in the ceria system with various doping may account for the loop growth
rate variation with the lanthanum doping concentration in experimental ob-
servation. Thus, 350 randomly distributed oxygen Frenkel pairs are added
into the systems with different trivalent dopant concentrations. Then 200ps
evolutions of these systems are simulated via the MD method. The realtime
oxygen Frenkel pair survival numbers are illustrated in Figure 5.14.
With lanthanum dopants, the oxygen Frenkel pair recombination is highly
enhanced. In the pure system, about ten oxygen Frenkel pairs still survive
at 200ps. However, for all the doping cases, all the non-equilibrium oxygen
defects are annihilated within the first 10ps. Actually, the higher the doping
concentration is, the faster the recombination happens. This phenomenon
can be explained by the rising oxygen vacancy concentration with the increase
of trivalent doping concentration. For example, in the 25% lanthanum doping
case, one eighth of the oxygen lattice positions are vacant, which makes it
difficult for the oxygen ions to remain in the octahedral interstitial sites
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with so many vacant oxygen sublattice sites available. Also, the extremely
fast oxygen Frenkel pair recombination behavior in high doping cases implies
the oxygen Frenkel pair effect on loop formation, if exists, is insignificant
in cerium oxygen doped with high lanthanum concentration. Meanwhile,
the oxygen Frenkel pair evolution simulation again proves that stable pure
oxygen loops are unlikely to be formed, especially in ceria with lanthanum
dopants.
5.2.3 Cation Frenkel Pair Evolution
Now the cation Frenkel pair evolution behavior is examined. First, 175
cation Frenkel pairs, instead of oxygen ones, are randomly introduced in-
to the equilibrated systems with various doping conditions. All the other
parameters are kept exactly identical to those in the oxygen Frenkel pair
evolution simulations. Throughout the simulation time, the numbers of
surviving cation Frenkel pairs are recorded. Generally, around 80% of the
cation Frenkel pairs manage to survive the 400ps runtime. More impor-
tantly, no prominent influence of lanthanum doping concentration on cation
Frenkel pair survival rate can be distinguished. To exclude the possible initial
Frenkel pair configuration effects on the evolution, the initially introduced
non-equilibrium cation Frenkel pairs are then located in the same positions
for all the doping cases. The results are showed in Figure 5.15.
Still no definite relation between cation Frenkel pair recombination rate
and lanthanum doping concentration can be found. In the beginning of the
simulation, the cation Frenkel pair numbers drop from 175 to around 160
promptly, which is due to the instant spontaneous recombination of close
cation interstitials and vacancies. After that, the residual cation Frenkel
pairs are quite stable. As showed in the full scale graph in Figure 5.15, the
minor differences among different doping cases are irrelevant compared to
the total survivial amounts.
Unlike the oxygen Frenkel pair cases, the cation Frenkel pairs are quite
stable. Thus, it is necessary to study the stable defect structures in the
systems. Figure 5.16 shows the defect configuration at 400ps in the pure
ceria system.
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Figure 5.15: Cation Frenkel Pair Numbers vs Time (Same Configurations)
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Figure 5.16: Defect Structures in Pure Ceria with Cerium Frenkel Pairs
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Doping Concentration 0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25%
La Concentration in SIAs 0% 9.6% 19.0% 25.5% 29.2% 29.1%
Table 5.2: La Concentration in Interstitials
First, some interstitial clusters have already been formed in the system.
Since separated cation point defects are immobile in MD timescale due to
the large migration energies, the formation of the interstitial clusters indi-
cates that the cation interstitial migration energy can be lowered when some
cation interstitials are close together, resulting in clustering. Second, despite
the fact that no non-equilibrium oxygen Frenkel pairs are introduced so far,
the interstitial clusters do contain oxygen interstitials. This phenomenon
implies that the Coulomb energy of close located cation interstitials is large
enough to activate the creation of oxygen Frenkel pairs. Third, all the large
interstitial clusters, which include more than four cation interstitials, exist as
dislocation loops described in Figure 5.9. However, the loops are not exactly
stoichiometric but lacking oxygen interstitials. For instance, the dislocation
loop highlighted in Figure 5.16 is comprised of 6 cerium and 8 oxygen in-
terstitials, indicating that the 8 net positive charge is insufficiently large to
activate more oxygen Frenkel pairs in this short time term. Last but not least,
Schottky defects are also formed from cation and anion vacancies, which is
straightforward due to the high mobility of oxygen vacancies.
Now the lanthanum doping effects are considered. In all the systems with
lanthanum doping, interstitial type dislocation loops form. However, with
the increase of doping concentration, the average size and the total number
of the loops decrease. To make the results more comparable, same initial
cation Frenkel pair configurations are set for various lanthanum doping cases.
The final defect structures for 3 typical doping concentrations are showed in
Figure 5.17. Since the initial Frenkel pair positions for all doping cases are
identical here, the differences in final defect structure can only be due to the
cation migration behavior. Thus, the MD simulation implies lower cation
interstitial mobility in the higher doping cases.
Another interesting phenomenon is found in the cation Frenkel pair evo-
lution simulation regarding the lanthanum interstitials. When the cation
Frenkel pairs are introduced into the systems, except for those cases requir-
ing identical configurations, the lanthanum/cerium ratios in Frenkel pairs are
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Figure 5.18: Interstitialcy Migration Mechanism of Cation Interstitial
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set exactly the same as the doping ratios. Then, at the end of simulation,
the lanthanum/ceria ratios are again examined. The results are listed in
Table 5.2. In all the doping cases, the lanthanum concentrations in inter-
stitial numbers rise during the simulation. In most cases, even the absolute
values of the lanthanum interstitials increase. This phenomenon can be ex-
plained by the cation interstitial migration mechanism. In fluorite material,
the cation interstitial migrates from one octahedral site to another via inter-
stitialcy mechanism, which is illustrated in Figure 5.18. In an interstitialcy
process, a cation interstitial occupies a lattice position by pushing the lat-
tice cation into another octahedral site. In our doping cases, when the two
types of cations are different, the results of a interstitialcy process is not
only the migration of a cation interstitial, but also an alternation of intersti-
tial ion type. Using static calculation technique, for a interstitialcy process
involving a lanthanum ion and a cerium ion in an elsewhere pure system,
the state where lanthanum is in the octahedral interstitial site has a defect
energy about 1eV lower than that of cerium in the same site. Thus, during
the migration of cation interstitials, lanthanum interstitials are preferred,
which explained the phenomenon observed. Moreover, since the lanthanum
interstitial is more stable, it needs to overcome higher energy barrier when
migrating. As a result, in ceria systems with lanthanum dopants, the cation
migration frequency is lower, accounting for the fewer and smaller dislocation
loops formed.
5.2.4 Mixed Frenkel Pair Evolution
Finally, the comprehensive effects of both cation and anion Frenkel pairs
are studied. Using the same system setup as used in pure cation and pure
oxygen Frenkel pair evolution simulations before, 175 cation and 350 anion
Frenkel pairs are introduced into equilibrated systems with various doping
conditions. After a 200ps runtime, evolved defect structures are analyzed.
Generally, in the pure and low doping systems, the additional oxygen Frenkel
pairs results in the formation of more and larger dislocation loops. However,
in the high doping systems, the extra anion defect effect is insignificant. To
compare the final defect structure configurations between pure cation Frenkel
pair evolution and mixed Frenkel pair evolution, the initial cation defect
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Doping Concentration 0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25%
Cation FP 142 137 141 140 144 145
Mixed FP 125 136 142 137 144 148
Table 5.3: Surviving Cation Frenkel Pair Comparison
configurations are set exactly the same for both cases. Thus, the results of
some typical doping concentration cases are showed in Figure 5.19.
First, in mixed Frenkel pair evolution simulations, the defect structures
are very similar to those in cation Frenkel pair evolution simulations. That
is, the interstitial clusters are formed and all the large interstitial clusters are
dislocation loops in 111 planes. Second, with extra oxygen Frenkel pairs, the
interstitial clusters increase in both size and numbers in pure and low doping
cases. However, in high doping cases, no prominent effects of the anion
Frenkel pairs can be found. Recalling the pure oxygen Frenkel pair evolution
behaviors discussed previously, this phenomenon is a reasonable consequence
of the fast recombination of oxygen Frenkel pairs in high doping systems.
Third, the lanthanum ions are also found in 111 interstitial type dislocation
loops, indicating that the dislocation loops in doped samples contains both
types of cations.
To further research on the oxygen Frenkel pair enhancement effect on loop
formation in pure and low doping cases, the final survival cation Frenkel pair
numbers are listed in Table 5.3. For all the cases with lanthanum doping,
the survival cation Frenkel pair numbers are similar with and without oxy-
gen Frenkel pairs. However, for the pure case, in which the oxygen Frenkel
pair effect is most significant, the extra anion Frenkel pairs induce a large
drop in the cation Frenkel pair survival number. As the cation Frenkel pair
recombination is mainly determined by the mobility of the cation point de-
fects, this drop implies that the existence of oxygen Frenkel pairs can lower
the migration energy of cation point defects. Therefore, the closely spaced
cation interstitials can move together to form a cluster more easily with the
oxygen Frenkel pairs. In the meantime, the fast recombination of oxygen
Frenkel pairs in systems with lanthanum doping makes this mechanism in-
significant.
From Frenkel pair evolution simulation, the structure of TEM observed
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Figure 5.19: Defect Structures with and without Oxygen Frenkel Pairs
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dislocation loops are finally determined to be the stoichiometric planar in-
terstitial cluster lying in a {111} octahedral interstitial layer. Also, pure
non-equilibrium oxygen Frenkel pairs annihilate fast in cerium dioxide so
that no pure oxygen defect clusters are stable. On the other hand, pure
non-equilibrium cation Frenkel pairs can themselves form interstitial clusters
and Schottky defects by creating anion Frenkel pairs. The formation and
growth of the dislocation loops are then dominated by the cation Frenkel
pairs. However, the oxygen Frenkel pairs can enhance the loop formation in
pure and low doping ceria where the recombination frequency is relatively
low. So far, the experimentally observed loop growth rate decrease in 5% lan-
thanum doped ceria samples can be explained by the high migration energy
of the lanthanum interstitial and the faster recombination of oxygen Frenkel
pairs. But the reason for the high loop growth rate in 25% samples is still
not clear.
5.3 Comparison with Overlapped Displacement
Cascade Simulation
Finally, overlapped displacement cascades simulation is conducted to fur-
ther validate the Frenkel pair evolution method used in this chapter. Here,
ceria systems including 25× 25× 25 conventional fluorite cells with 0%, 5%
and 25% lanthanum dopants are equilibrated in NpT ensemble at 1000K and
zero pressure before up to 20 10keV PKAs are introduced to cause overlapped
displacement cascades. The same parameters are used as in the single cas-
cade simulation discussed above. Figure 5.20 shows the final defect structures
of the overlapped displacement cascades.
The defect structures caused by overlapped displacement cascades are
found to be very similar to those of Mixed Frenkel pair evolution simula-
tions. More importantly, the cascade results for various doping conditions
show the same trend as in Frenkel pair evolution simulations. For the pure
ceria system, many interstitial-type dislocation loops as well as the Schot-
tky defects are formed. It is worth mentioning that the stoichiometry of the
defects is better in overlapped cascades simulation due to the large num-
ber of oxygen ions displaced during the cascades. For the lanthanum doped
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Figure 5.20: Defect Structures after Overlapped Displacement Cascades
ceria, few oxygen Frenkel pairs survive and the system is filled with separated
cation interstitials and vacancies, only a few of which are clustered. Also,
the high the doping concentration is, the smaller and fewer the interstitial
clusters are. All these consistences between overlapped cascades simulation
and Frenkel pair simulations again demonstrate the validation of our method.
The Frenkel pair evolution simulation method not only saves much CPU time
in dealing with high dose radiation damages, but also provides chances to
examine the anion and cation Frenkel pair behaviors separately, making it a
promising technique in the research of atomic level defect evolution.
In addition, by analyzing the data from overlapped cascades simulations,
another interesting phenomenon is discovered. Table 5.4 lists the final sur-
vival cation Frenkel pair numbers along with the lanthanum ratio in cation
interstitials. The higher the lanthanum doping is, the more cation Frenkel
pairs survive. This phenomenon again demonstrates the low cation intersti-
tial diffusivity in high lanthanum doped ceria. Also, the lanthanum ratios in
cation interstitials are always higher than the doping concentration and rise
with the overlapped cascade number, which shows that the thermal energy
provided by the cascade can help cation interstitials arrive their preferred
states. More importantly, after 20 overlapped cascades, the cation Frenkel
pairs in 25% lanthanum doped system are almost twice as many as those in
the pure system. Thus, the accumulated cation interstitial numbers in high
doping ceria samples are much higher than those in pure and low doping sam-
ples. Although these cation interstitials are immobile within MD timescale,
the clusters could be formed on a longer time scale. Hence, the cation in-
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terstitial number advantage of ceria with high lanthanum concentration may
result in more and larger dislocation loops, which are actually observed in
TEM experiments.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
To conclude, both molecular statics and molecular dynamics techniques
are utilized in this work to explore the noble gas behavior as well as the
dislocation loop formation and growth mechanism in cerium dioxide with
and without lanthanum dopants. The major conclusions of this study are
listed as follows:
1. Xenon and lanthanum conventional atomic potentials for inclusion in
cerium dioxide are successfully developed using the Kim-Gordon elec-
tron gas method with appropriate modifications.
2. Vacancy clusters with one or two cerium vacancies are stable positions
for a single xenon atom embedded in ceria.
3. Only a single xenon atom in a vacancy cluster containing two cerium
vacancies is mobile. The xenon atom migrates through cerium vacancy
assisted mechanism so that xenon bubbles can nucleate and grow.
4. Dislocation loops observed in TEM images of irradiated ceria specimens
are determined to be interstitial type stoichiometric planar cluster lying
in {111} octahedral interstitial planes in ceria by means of both molec-
ular statics and dynamics methods. Pure oxygen interstitial clusters
are not stable within MD time scales.
5. Dislocation formation and growth processes are dominated by the cation
Frenkel pair configurations which are produced in displacement cas-
cades induced by irradiation ions. Meanwhile, oxygen Frenkel pairs, if
they exist long enough, can enhance the cation interstitial mobility to
accelerate the loop formation and growth.
6. On one hand, lanthanum dopants introduced extra oxygen vacancies
into the system, which shorten the oxygen Frenkel pair lifetime. On
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the other hand, lanthanum interstitials are more stable than cerium
interstitials, lowering the cation interstitial mobility. Both factors sup-
press the formation and growth of the dislocation loops, accounting
for the growth rate drop in 5% lanthanum doped samples observed
experimentally.
7. Overlapped cascades simulation shows the high cation Frenkel pair
yield in the high lanthanum doped system, which may be used to ex-
plain the high loop growth rate in 25% lanthanum doped samples in
TEM observation.
Based on the results and conclusions of this study, there are a couple of
aspects requiring improvement and further exploration. The following are
some suggestions for prospective future work:
1. The behavior of other noble gases, such as helium and krypton, are also
worth examining in oxide fuel materials. The relevant atomic potentials
can be developed for further static calculations.
2. The defect energy calculation provides insight into the driving force
of the stoichiometric dislocation loop coalescence and growth. Further
study can be done to examine the energy consumption or barriers in
these procedures so that the loop growth behavior can be predicted
using techniques such as rate theory.
3. The fast loop growth rate observed in 25% lanthanum doped samples
may be explained by the long time scale behaviors of cation interstitials
produced in multiple displacement cascades. Thus, larger timescale
modeling methods including kinetic Monte Carlo and phase field theory
can be used to confirm this speculation.
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APPENDIX A
ELECTRON GAS METHOD POTENTIAL
CALCULATION CODE
A computer code is developed in C language to calculate the short range
potential curves using the electron gas method. The major function of this
code is to evaluate the integratals in Equation 2.10 and Equation 2.11 numer-
ically. Making use of the spherical symmetry of the electron charge density
function of the closed shell atom/ion, the complex multidimensional integra-
tions can be significantly simplified to save computation time.
First, the integral term in Equation 2.11 can be easily reduced to a double
integral, ∫
d3rF (ρ1, ρ2) = 2pi
∫ ∞
0
dr1
∫ R+r1
|R−r1|
dr2
r1r2
R
F (ρ1, ρ2) (A.1)
with
F (ρ1, ρ2) = (ρ1 + ρ2)EG(ρ1 + ρ2)− ρ1EG(ρ1)− ρ2EG(ρ2) (A.2)
For an arbitrary point within the integration range, r1 and r2 are its dis-
tances from the two atomic nuclei respectively. Also, R is the separation
distance between the two atomic nuclei. As the electron charge density pro-
file is a spherically symmetric function centered at the atomic nucleus, this
simplification makes the numerical approximation of Equation 2.11 straight-
forward.
On the other hand, the numerical evaluation of Equation 2.10 is more com-
plex. In this computer code, the approximation is based on the theory ex-
panded from Kim and Gordon’s simplification[47], which is briefly described
here. Assume the net charges of the two atoms are N1 and N2, that is,∫
d3r1ρ1(~r1) = Z1 −N1 (A.3)
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∫
d3r2ρ2(~r2) = Z2 −N2 (A.4)
Thus, Equation 2.10 can be written as
UCoulomb(R) =
∫ ∫
d3r1d
3r2 [ρ1(~r1)ρ2(~r2)×(
Z1
Z1 −N1
Z2
Z2 −N2
1
R
+
1
r12
− Z2
Z2 −N2
1
r1Z2
− Z1
Z1 −N1
1
r2Z1
)] (A.5)
Due to the spherical symmetry of the electron charge density profile, Equa-
tion A.5 can be further simplified to [47]
UCoulomb(R) =
∫ ∞
0
4pir21ρ1(r1)dr1
∫ ∞
0
4pir22ρ2(r2)dr2×(
Z1
Z1 −N1
Z2
Z2 −N2
〈
1
R
〉
+
〈
1
r12
〉
− Z2
Z2 −N2
〈
1
r1Z2
〉
− Z1
Z1 −N1
〈
1
r2Z1
〉)
(A.6)
with 〈
1
R
〉
=
1
R
(A.7)〈
1
r1Z2
〉
=
2
R + r1 + |R− r1| (A.8)〈
1
r2Z1
〉
=
2
R + r2 + |R− r2| (A.9)
〈
1
r12
〉
=

2
R + r1 + |R− r1| r2 < |R− r1|
1
2
(
1
r1
+
1
r2
)
− R
4r1r2
− (r1 − r2)
2
4Rr1r2
|R− r1| < r2 < R + r1
1
r2
r2 > R + r1
(A.10)
Thus, all the integrals involved in the electron gas method are reduced
to two-dimensional integrations. Kim and Gordon then use 32×32 point
Gauss-Laguerre quadrature to calculate these double integrals, which can
give about four-figure accuracy[47]. With the development of computer tech-
nology, even higher accuracy is now possible. However, for Gauss-Laguerre
quadrature with more than 256×256 points, the values of some Laguerre
polynomials exceed the C compiler variable limitation (which also implies
the high accuracy). Thus, equally spaced points are utilized in this code
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for even higher accuracy. In this study, all the potential curves from the
electron gas method are computed by 20000×20000 equally spaced points
using the classic trapezoidal rule with 0.001A˚ increments in both r1 and r2
directions.
The code is then examined by reproducing Kim and Gordon’s original
calculation results[47]. The charge density profiles are obtained using the
agreement process discussed in Chapter 3. Figure A.1 through A.4 show
the consistence between Kim and Gordon’s work and the results from this
computer code. The minor differences are mainly due to the different electron
charge density profiles used. In this study, more up-to-date basis set as well
as more advanced first-principle code is applied so that the electron charge
density profiles produced should be more accurate. Therefore, a short range
potential curve computation code based on the electron gas method has been
successfully developed and validated.
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Figure A.1: F−-He Potential Curve from the Electron Gas Method
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Figure A.2: F−-Ne Potential Curve from the Electron Gas Method
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Figure A.3: F−-Ar Potential Curve from the Electron Gas Method
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